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Asian
Heritage
Week
Last female vice chancellor
ties
cultural
ribbon
leaves UCI for Georgetown
TosKA ZoMORODIAN, Staff Writer

JASON

GURvrrz, Staff Writer

UCI'sonlyremainingfemale
vice chancellor announced her
resignation last Wednesday,
adding her name to a growing
list of top administrators who
have left the university.
Kathleen T. Jones, vice chancellor for university advancement, said she will resign effective July 1.
Associate Vice Chancellor
James Asp will assume the position of acting vice chancellor
until a replacement is found.
Jones will move on to serve a
similar position as vice president
for alumni and university relations at Georgetown University.
At UCI, Jones is currently responsible for fundraising, univetsity advancement and finance,
as well as alumni affairs and communications, said UCI spokespetson Karen Newall Young.
Georgetown University
PresidentLeoJ. O'Donovanexpressed optimism over Jones'
appointment.
UC/' s Kathleen Jones will become vice president at Georgetown.
"Kathy brings to Georgetown
ommendations.
a depth of experience and cre- Georgetown.
ativity that assures a great combi"Irvine has been very dynamic
"There is change at every
nation to our university. I am for me. I have had a lot of positions. level. There are new administraconfident in her ability to achieve That kind of experience will help tors and 600 responses to the
excellent results," O'Donovan me. They think of things in a new task force report," Jones said.
said in a statement.
Her resignation marks the
way," Jones said.
According to Young, Jones
She said she felt privileged to fifth high-level administrator
has become a driving force in the worlc with wonderful colleagues at to leave UCI this year.
advancement of UCI education. . UCI and in the community.
The others included Execu"My focus will be to work with tive Vice Chancellor Deruris
A graduate fromStanfordUniversity with a bachelor's degree Georgetown alumni, faculty and Smith, Vice Chancellor Arine
in French, Jones was appointed staff to build an organization that Spence, Engineering Dean
associate vice chancellor of uni- embraces the potential of univer- William Sirignano and Vice
versity advancement in 1987, sity relations."
Chancellor of Health Sciences
where she served until l 991.
Wb:ileJonessaidherdecisionwas Walter Henry.
The appointment of a new
Because she has held many unrelated to the task force proposals
administrative posts at UCI, to reduce the six chancellor positions vice chancellor has been postJones feels she has formed a to three, she acknowledges that many poned until task force deliberastrong foundation for success at people are concerned about the rec- tions have concluded.

From Japanese dumplings to
Persian Kabobs, from the Pilippino
Tinikling dance to the Cambodian
Coconu~ dance, things were festive,
colorful and exotic at this year's
Asian Heritage Week.
Sponsored for the last nine years
by the Asian Pacific Student Association [APSA], Asian Heritage
Week introduced UCI to the rich
culture of the East.
"Tying the Cultural Ribbon,"
was chosen by representatives of
the 16 participating UCI international clubs to be this year's theme.
It described the success of the multitude of cultures coming together
on-stage during the week.
"We hoped working together

would result in a friendship between
the different clubs that would last
beyond Asian Heritage Week," said
Co-Chair Theodore Shu.
Daily live performances included
traditional and modem dances,
songs, fashion shows, martial arts
demonstrations and even skits concentrating on Asian American issues.
Heather Hanson, a senior political science and french major who
watched the week-long programs,
was impressed with the ceremonies.
"I really liked everything. I think
every club is very knowledgeable
about their own culture, but this
gives them a chance to get together

See HERITAGE, page 6

ASUCI rejects AGS'
repayment proposal

DAISY

CAIN, Staff Writer

In the latest chapter of an ongoing battle between UCI's two student governments, ASUCI refused
an offer by the Associated Graduate
Students [AGS] to repay its
$225,000 debt in yearly $15,000
installments.
Because AGS' proposal did not
include interest, ASUCI refused to
accept its $10,000 payment, designated as the installment for the 199394 spring and winter quarters.
"ASUCI andAGS have an agreement that requires repayment of the
first $70,000, with a specified interest rate," states ASUCI's Item 37.
"AGS has now passed new legislation calling for the repayment of
the entirt( $235~000 without interest," the ASUCI document said.
"ASUCI finds such an agree-

ment unacceptable, with the rationale thatthe interest on the $23 5,000
could have been used for the funding of programs and activities for
students."
The ASUCI item demands the
money be repaid with interest.
"It hurts them more that the
money isn't there," AGS President
Bryan Hannegan said, insisting that
the $5 ,000 per quarter would allow
ASUCI to have the money more
readily than if interest were paid.
According to Hannegan, the proposal to pay in $15 ,000 installments
would take 10 to 15 years, whereas
paying the debt with interest would
take AGS 60 years.
"I expect that if we continue to
operate The Pub at the level we are
now, and if we operate at the level

See CREDIT, page 5

Health fair to provide free checkups, screenings
diet analysis with a counselor and
free massages (for those of us who
Rather than offering the usual are stressed). Blood donations will
food and information booths, Ring also be taken.
Mall will provide a setting where
Community and campus restudents can have fun and learn sources such as the student health
about vital health issues next week. pharmacy, optometrists, dentists
The UCI Health Education Of- · and dermatologists, as well as the
fice will sponsor a health fair Apr. American Cancer Society, will be
28 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the on-hand for the event.
Students should maintain .not
Student Center.
The event, funded through the only their grades but their health as
Irvine Health Foundation, will be well, saidHirokiNoda, a peer health
advisor and publicity committee
free to all faculty and students.
The health fair will give students chair for the health fair.
"Students focus and learn a lot
and faculty the chance to check
their hearing and vision. Normally about school and academics but they
costly services, including choles- never really take a look at themterol screenings and blood typing selves," Noda said.
"They put aside important iswill also be performed free of
sues such as healthy eating, when in
charge.
Other services offered at the fair fact if they ate better, they would
include tuberculosis testing, a free feel better and handle school bet-

ELSA RAMoN, Staf!Writer

ter," she said.
Katie Johansen, the nutritionist
and director of the UCI peer health
advisory program, agreed.
"Students forget they aren't going to get anywhere without their
bodies. The health fair will hopefully give people incentive to look
into preventative techniques, which
inthelongrunischeaper,"Johansen
·
said.
Johansen estimated that if students were to go off campus for
these services, the cost would run
well beyond 400 dollars which, for
many ofthose strugglillg financially,
would mean a large burden.
As a result, students put it off
until the cost to treat something .
minor becomes a major expense.
"People delay what is happening to them until it is too late. The
purpose of the health fair is to stop

this process," Johansen said.
The Health Education Office
holds this fair every April and
Johansen gives credit to the peer
health advisors for its continued
success.
"The peer health advisors are a
key in this project. It's not just me.
What makes it special is that while
the peer health advisors are coordinating the event, they learn qualities like public speaking and program planning and they work together as a team," Johansen 'said.
Noda added that he enjoys being
a peer health advisor and said it is a
great introduction to the medical
field.
"Being a peer health advisor
gives you the chance to design and
hold workshops on your favorite
topics. It opens your eyes and you
are able to come in contact with

professionals who expose you to
different facets of the health field,"
Noda said.
Each year, students have the opportunity to sign up for the three
unit class, which is open to all majors.
Upon passing the class, they can
then become peer health advisors.
But just because this is a health
fair doesn't mean it isn't going to be
fun.
There will be raffle prizes such
as free dinner and movie tickets,
which will be announced at the end
of the fair.
Winners can come into the health
office and claim their prizes the
next day.
"This day is not only informative, but it is a lot of fun, too," Noda
said. "Basically the health fair is to
become aware of yourself."
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Kathleen Brown: UC/ student for a day
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Don't let student health die.

CORRECTION

SON DANG,

Ni!W

UNJVl!:RSrTY

As part ofher campaign for governor ofCalifornia, Democratic candidate Kathleen Brown toured UC!' s
optical laser laboratories. "I would like to see a state budget balanced, but not on the back of higher
education," Brown said, seen here with Professor ofEJectrical and Computer Engineering Chen Tsai and
Acting Executive Vice Chancellor Spencer Olin. "Be bold, get organized, go vote, no re-Pete," she said.

In the Apr. 18, 1994 edition of the New University, Diane
Charles' telephone number was incorrectly reported in the HELPS
International article. Her correct number is 725-2357.
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NEWS

THE MOST INTENSIVE COURSE FOR THE
JOHN

F. RONAN, Staf!Writer

In a well documented and multifaceted response, students, staff and
administrators rejected the conclusions of the Non-Academic Planning Task Force [NAPTF] inits call
for elimination of Registration Fee
funding for Student Health Services.
With over 75 pages of material
presented, the 1,,alls for outsourcing
and elimination of funding were
rebutted with statistics, examples
· and arguments in favor of existirig
health services.
"If you look at the report, anrl
read between the lines, what they
are trying to do is bail out the medical plaza," said Dorcas Eaves, executive director of Student Health.
"Right now we are using only
2. 7 percent of the Reg. Fees," Eaves
said, a number that breaks down to
approximately $92 per student.
In her official answer to the
NAPfF, Eaves organized five committees of staff and students to respond to the recommendation that
UCI nolongerfundStudentHealth.
The response ·stated that "to
eliminate Student Health Services
[SHS] would be disastrous to the
academic mission of the university."
"The management of SHS has
been proven to be cost effective and
to provide quality health care,"
Eaves said.
While the NAPTF called for
outsourcing of current services,
"what the task force failed to address was the persistent fiduciary
shortfalls experienced by the College ofMedicine andthe UCIMedical Plaza to which SHS would be
outsourced," Eaves responded.
SHS currently has a total budget
of $4.4 million. With 2.3 full time
equivalent physicians, SHS also
contracts with 15 additional primary care physicians for a cost savings of $328,000 per year.
SHS currently outsources many
of its operations with UCI Medical
Center [UCIMC], the College of
Medicine and community health
providers. With SHS as the
gatekeeper, students are directed to
the provider which offers the most
affordable ·quality care.
"There is no evidence that the
UCI Medical Plaza or an off-campus contractor can provide these

necessary service as inexpensively
as the Student Health Center," said
Chuck Pieper, associate vice chancellor for student affairs
The Clinical Practice Group
[CPG] is not only more expensive
than SHS, but also "they do not
have the extra capacity nbr the type
of services available to meet the
. needs of our student population,"
Pieper added.
One of Eaves' concerns is how
students without insurance would
fare under these changes.
"I have sent students without
insurance down there [UCIMC] and
how they trP,at them is question" ble," Eaves said, adding that for
11any services, "their rates are twice
as high as in the community."
"We are way below market prices
for all the services we offer our
clients," Eaves said.
Pieper concured with Eaves' assessment of SHS.
"It is in the best interests of the
teaching and research mission of
UCI to continue to provide affordable health care services to students," Pieper said.
"Yes, $1.7 million is a lot of
money. However, it only amounts
to $9 per student perm onth, and this
is not expensive for a health plan,"
Pieper said.
Pieper, who oversees SHS as
part of his administrative responsibilities, pointed out that "over the
last ten years SHS bas made many
changes to maintain a balanced budget."
"All these budget adjustments
were carefully made to optimize the
care provided to students. They
were made in the context ofmedical
decisions first and financial considerations second," Pieper said.
In his response to the NAPfF
Pieper was emphatic about the appropriateness of using Reg. F~es
for SHS.
"Since students are currently
paying for health services through
their Reg Fees, to eliminate this
funding and then establish a program where they are asked to pay
again for these services through an
insurance plan, with the CPG or
whomever, would be a form of
double taxation," Pieper said.
"If UCI does eliminate the funding to Student Health, it should reduce the student fees by $92 per

Y" the most hours
Y" the best instructors
Y" the best materials
Y" the best results
Y" the lowest cost
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It's simple. It's inviting. It's rewarding.

Make dining at Cafe Fleuri an experience worth repeating over and over
with our frequent diner program. With your Club La Rotisserie card, you can
accumulate bonus points each time you choose to eajoy our fabulous
la Rotisserie buffet. You'll become eligible for a variety of exciting awards,
including free lunches, dinners, Sunday Brunches, or desserts .
. Ask your Cafe Fleuri server or call Le Meridien to enroll today.

Just show your UCI picture l.D. &C.V. l.D. before purchase &receive a20% discount
on your purchase. Having aparty? Ask us about our great party subs! ·
Limit: Puchase of one footlong sub, chips, & soda per l.D. Not
good in combination with any other offer.
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4500 MacArthur Blvd., Newport Beach, CA 92660 • (714)476-2001
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UCI programs aim to bolster
enrollment of American Indians
KR.Issy LEWIS

Out of the 16,166 students attending UCI this year, only 81 are
American Indian.
With such low numbers, several
programs on campus are providing
assistance to young American Indians hoping to attend college.
American Indians historically
have had restricted access to
higher education because of
the poor educational resources available at the el- 1 I
ementary and secondary

~f)-:Jfl1'Yi1~
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As the achmmstrau ve
director, Lev helped establishUCI'sAmericanindian
Summer Institute in ComputerSciencewithLubomir
Bic, a professor of computer and information science.
Strong ties to the family
may also make some
American Indian youths
hesitant to leave their reservations
and enter college.
"Many American Indians don't
venture off reservations due to family obligations," saidRobinHarders,
senior writer for the institute.
As an invisible minority, American Indians miss out on the aid
given to more prominent minority
groups, Harders said.
The institute's program encourages American Indian students in
two-year tribal or community colleges to attend four-year colleges in
technological fields.
Participating students receive
four weeks of coursework, which
requires 12 units of academic credit
in computer science or mathematical fields.
This is followed by a four week
corporate internship.
According to Bic, sponsorship
from corporations remains vital to
the success of the program and helps
students to learn "the pragmatic aspects of an education," as well as
gain exposure to the corporate world.
"It breaks the myth that separates them [students] from corporate culture and teaches them that
they can be useful and apply their
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skills," Bic said.
According to Lev, students are
not the only beneficiaries in the
program.
"Corporations are really committed to American Indian awareness because they feel that they
need to change the way business is
done," Lev said.
Twenty major California corpo-

moved on as a tutor and a resident
advisor for the pro gram.
Gorman said that the society
formed "to keep students at a higher
education in the science field."
AISESparticipants attend a November conference that provides
workshops on interviewing skills,
native philosophy, along with workshops explaining "what
it's like for American Indians to work after graduation," Gorman said.
In another attempt at
outreach, the Native
:t'
Americanlntertribal University Preparatory Sum•
mer Program [NAIUP]
offers a four week residential experience for students entering grades nine,
10and11.
Lubomir Bic
Last summer, students
Professor of information and computer science
from 52 different tribes
around the nation kamed
about language, math, art,
rations, such as Hughes Aircraft, science and computers from UCI
Apple and Canon have adopted this faculty members.
In addition to these courses, parcommitment policy and are not only
funding, but working with the pro- ticipants
explored
their
gram.
etbnohistories.
"The institute is committed to
· ProfessorofSocial Ecology John
bridging the gap between corporate Whiteley of NAIUP said the stuand university -communities," Bic dents find that "they have learned
more about their tribes [in the prosaid.
The institute will host a recep- gram] than they ever did at home.''
Jane Durnin of the program said it
tion on Apr. 28 to acknowledge its
corporate _sponsors and provide in- "gives [American Indians] a flavor for
formation to corporate representa- what college would be like and.encourages them to stay in school"
tives unfamiliar with the institute.
UCI's College Opportunity ProBic said he hopes to expand the
institute into other disciplines, but gram held, in collaboration with
acknowledged that computer sci- Sherman Indian High School in Rivence is a good place for the program erside identifies talented American
to start because of the practical op- Indian students and encourages their
portunities available in this field participation in higher education.
Director Kogee Thomas said
and the need for students to understand communications technology. ShermanindianHighSchool "never
Some students who were in- had college preparatory courses
volvedin the summerprogram have until we came out and got approval
gone on to found a campus chapter ofthe government." Now the school
of the American Indian Science and has added academic placement
courses along with more technical
Engineering Society [AISES].
AISES President Courtney coursework.
Thomas said the increasing numGorman is one such student.
She entered the program from ber of students going on to college
the Navajo community college in from the school is an encouragement
Arizona two years ago and has that their work is effective.
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42-Year U.S. Summer Program in
GUADALAJARA offers Flexible
Options to meet Course
Requirements as well as Personal
Objectives & Interests.
COME TO MEXICO FOR

6 Weeks of Intensive Spanish -

or

Earn 6 - 8 Credits!

3 Weeks of Intensive Spanish -

or

Earn 4 Credits!

. 5 Weeks of Upper-Division Spanish, literature,
Anthropology, Political Science &
Bilingual Education.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

Guadalajara Summer School
Mexican American Studies & Research Center
Douglass Bldg., Rm. 315 • The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-7551
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"Daily Decisions:
Choosing A Medjcal Profession"

By American Medical Association (AMA) panel participants:
Dr. Richard Kammerman, Family Practitioner
Dr. Steven Armentrout, Oncologist
Dr. John Strong, Plastic Surgeon
Dr. Martin Brenner, Psychiatrist
amkar,
OPTOMETRY Optometrist
NEWPOR.TK
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A Professional Optometric Practice

(714) 642-2020

1796 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa 92627

Free Admission,
Seating is Limited.
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Thursday, April 28th, 7-9 pm
Emerald Bay D&E ·

Literature will
be Provided.
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CREDIT: ASUCI, AGS remain 'deadlocked'
continued from the front page
of expenditures we've been operating on we could potentially pay it
offin less than ten years," Hannegan
said.
David Kesselman, president of
ASUCI, however, saidAGS cannot
use the current success of the Anthill Pub and Grill ~s a reason not to
pay the interest.
"We're happy that they're making money at The Pub, but we don't
want to be slighted in the process,"
Kesselman said.
"We 're at more of a deadlock
than we've ever been," Hannegan
said, adding that AGS should not be
"penalized" for the failure of last
year's Pietro's pub because they
"never knowingly spent ASUCI
money."
Hannegan is referring to the fact
that neither AGS or ASUCI Councils were ever informed by student
government executive director Dennis Hampton that all operating losses
at Pietro's were coming from undergraduate reserves.
Exactly who knew this illegal
diversion of funds was occurring
remains shrouded in mystery.
Kesselman, however, denied
allegations that ASUCI was punishing AGS by insisting upon interest.
"My intent is not to punish AGS,
we just want to make sure that we 're
fairly compensated," Kesselman
said.
"Ifyou'reinthe business to make
money off your fellow students,
that's great," Hannegan said.
If that's not the case, he added,
r

thenASUCineedstohelpthegradu- .
ate students pay back the debt.
"It's more of a joint student government effort and we are doing our
best we can to get those monies
back to ASUCI as soon as possible," Hannegan said.
Hannegan said failure of Pietro's
can not be attributed completely to
AGS, because the accounting staff
and the executive director, cited in
the recently released Internal Audit
investigation as being at fault, were
hired by ASUCI.
"Any shortcoming in that staffis
their responsibility," Hannegan said.
"The responsibility for the operation of The Pub was not just the ·
responsibility of AGS."
To what extent the undergraduates had responsibility, beyond
funding the astronomical losses incurred at Pietro's, remains unclear.
Under its new operation, The
Pub is now making profits, but according to Hannegan, AGS can still
only pay a maximum of $15,000
yearly toward the debt.
"H you begin to assess interest, it
rapidly begins to eat up that
$15,000," Hannegan said.
Kesselman believes that AGS
does not have the funds to pay the
money in full, as some council members have suggested they do.
Another
option
which
Kesselmanrejectedis that A GS take
out a bank loan in order to repay the
money.
"Realisticallythat'sprobablynot
an option," Kesselman said.
Hannegan expressed hope that
the issue be resolved "in the spirit of
cooperation," but he and Kesselman

agreed that if the issue cannot be
resolved by the two student governments, administrative intervention
will have to be taken.
"My goal is to have both councils sit down and discuss the issue,
but I've been told AGS does not
want to discuss the issue,"
Kesselman said. "My hope is that a
compromise could be reached between the two students governments."
Hannegan agreed in general, but
disputed the specifics.
"It doesn't seem unreasonable
to ask ASUCI to cooperate,"
Hannegan said. "I think we've done
everything reasonable."
Both Hannegan and Kessehnan
said measures have been taken in
order to avoid such monetary fiascoes in the future.
"We are implementing recommendations from the audit report
that will ensure that ASUCI president. and council are aware of the
current status of the reserves,"
Kesselman said.
He added that new software will
be used and profit and loss statements will be issued monthly.
"There was no one making the
final decisions. That will never happen again," Kessehnan said.
Hannegan is confident that 'the
pub currently in operation will not
present the same problems.
"We've learned from past experiences," Hannegan said. "We've
learned how to run a profitable organization."
"As much as I hate to admit it,
sometimes students make poor decisions," Hannegan said. ·

Milagro project to
scan the heavens
Located in the mountains of
New Mexico, Milagro exists as
A team of scientists at UCI an artificial pond of water the size
are currently involved in the deof a football field and 27 feet
velopment of a new observatory deep. The obseivatory is elevated
that will detect active galaxies, 8, 700 feet above sea level, allowexploding black holes and other ing it to capture many rays before
violent phenomena.
they die out in the air. This pond
The Milagro observatory, ini- of clear water will contain light
tiated by scientists from UCI, detectors which separate the
Los Alimos National Laboratory gamma rays from all the others.
and the University of Maryland,
Milagro ·will discover matis projected to begin operating ters in the solar system by searchin 1997. Scientists from UC ing for gamma rays. Gamma ray
Santa Barbara, UC Santa Cruz, energy levels are higher than
UC Riverside, New York Uni- others found in ultra-violet or xversity and George Mason Uni- rays, and can make information
versity also participated.
on undetected matter more acMilagro is funded by a $2.5 cessible. As the stars give off
million contribution from the radiation toward the earth, enNational Science Foundation and ergy is released. When that enthe U.S. Department of Energy. ergy is captured and examined,
Gaurang Y odh, professor of scientists study the ray's origin.
physics, will head the UCI parAs the gamma rays strike the
ticipants in this project, which pond, they trigger the light detecattempts to find new break- tors in the water, thus making
throughs in the fields of mecha- · them distinguishable. After these
ni$m science and astrophysics.
detectors create the light flashes,
Y odh stated that the observa- they register the arrival times and
tory will provide a new method of intensities of the rays. The scienexamining the high-energy tists are then able to detect where
gamma ray sky in a previously these rays are coming from.
unexplored energy range.
If Milagro goes as planned,
"Milagro will explore the pro- new information on other active
duction of particles by accelera- galaxies and primordial black
tors many times more powerful holes will be introduced into the
than the sun," Y odh said.
field of astrophysics.
ROBIN ToLKAN, Staff Writer
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NEWS

HERITAGE: event offered a multitude of tastes and sights
continued from the front page

and learn about each other," Hanson
said.
Many booths were set up on the
Ring Mall for the event to give
students a taste of the different cultures and learn about them first hand.
Students could get their names
written in Japanese calligraphy, try
making a jumping origami frog,
buy handmade Indian jewelry, enjoy the beautiful Vietnamese paintings and eventually relax with a cup
of traditional Japanese green tea.
Cha-no-ya, the Japanese green
tea ceremony which is based on the
philosophy of Zen, seemed to represent the theme of Asian Heritage
Week, as explained by Mrs. Tanaka,
who teaches a class on the subject in
Anaheim.
"Wak-ei-sei-jaku means harmony, respect, purity of heart and
tranquility between each other and
nature, '' Tanaka said.
Japanese teriyaki, Chinese
dumplings, Persian kabob and Indian samosa are only some examples
of the delicious exotic foods which
clubs offered during the·week.
In addition to the different cultural booths, organizations also used
Asian Heritage Week in order to
promote humanitarianism.
Ataboothsetupby AsianAmerican fraternity Lambda Phi Epsilon
in conjunction with the Asians for
Miracle Marrow Matches, students
could register to volunteer.
According to information given
at the booth, the donor match rate
for Asian Americans is ·under four
percent. Members hoped to register 200
Asian student volunteers, and met

·-.........
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come together because of Islam.
their goal within the week.
"We would like to help as much We hope to break the misconcepas we can in increasing the number tions about this religion," one memof registered donors," said one booth ber of the Student Union said.
At another booth Asian Heritage
organizer.
There were also two blood drive Week provided a campaigning opbooths, one led by both the medical portunity for Barbara Tam Nomoto,
honor society AED and the Ameri- a Japanese American UCI Social
can Red Cross, and the other by and · Ecology professor who is running
~an Orange County Superior Court
for the UCI Medical Center.
Asian Heritage Week also had a judge.
"Out of the 80 judges today, only
taste of religion.
The Muslim Student Union sold four are women and one is Asian
food, offered booklets, promoted American and we would like to
and encouraged a deeper under- change this," said a supporter.
standing of Islam.
Namoto has been a Municipal
"We have people from many dif- Court judge for the past 15 years
ferent cultures in our club who have and has taught at UCI for five.
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Asian Heritage Week ceremonies concluded each night by showing a movie related to Asian American issues.
On Tuesday night guest speaker
and Professor of Asian American
studies Peter Bacho discussed issues facing Asian Americans today.
Eileen Chun, APSA co-chair,
encouraged attendance in the Asian
Pacific Awareness Conference to
be held Thursday, Apr. 28.
Chun, who also gave a speech on
Monday, wanted to encourage the
students who enjoyed Asian Heritage Week's ceremonies to take
notice of a more serious theme- the

difficulty of increasing the UCI
Asian American studies program,
"I think right now students need
to educate themselves and start
building coalitions, because this is
not just a fight for Asian American
studies but it concerns ethnic and
interdisciplinary studies," Chun
said.
Rachelle Shakoori, who took
pictures for the yearbook during the
week, attributedmuchoftheevent's
success to Theodore Shu and Milan
Sheth, Co-Chairs of Asian Heritage
Week.
"[They] really worked hard this
year. It was beautiful," Shakoori
said.
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City firefighters and police officers participated in a simulated drunk driving accident Thursday night at
Middle Earth's Pippin Commons. The annual event was organized by Middle Earth resident advisors.
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Mentally gifted socialize within Mensa
ANNIE HUGHES, Staff Writer
Can intelligence, like height and
weight, be measured in numbers?
Mensa thinks so.
And they're not alone. At least
seven or eight high-IQ societies are
active in this country right now.
A high IQ society is a club or an
organization that bases its membership privileges upon the results of
intelligence testing.
The criterion for being accepted
into Mensa is merely to have
achieved an IQ score within the
98th percentile although certain
societies require other achievements on the part of their members.
But why become a member?
Well ... coffee chats, happy hours,
and even an annual chocolate-lovers festival are just a few of the
perks.

Mensa also mails out an international newsletter, chapter newsletters, and members can count themselves among the brain-cell gifted.
Mensa attracts all types of personalities to their international organization, according to Brian
Sullivan, president of the Orange
County chapter.
"We've got everything from
Ph.D.s in chemistry, who are very
off-the-wall, to engineers. We have
students. It's very diverse," said
Sullivan.
Sullivan cited the case of one
Mensan who went back to school
after working for United States customs for 12 years.
Another member of the Orange
County chapter can count himself
as the youngest, at the ripe old age
of eight.
"Youfindmoreoftheextremes,"

Sullivan explained, "people who
have gotten into one thing or another to the exclusion of other
things."
Sullivan estimates the entrance
age of most Orange County residents as late '30s to early '40s.
Having attended UCI himself
fora period, switching majors from
biology, to physics, to ICS, Sullivan
joined Mensa at age 28.
Another UCI student, Julia Kiely
joined Mensa when she was only
16 years old.
It was there that she eventually
met a particularly interesting
Mensan - Donald Kiely, who is
now her husband.
"Donald bas a very marvelous
mind," Kiely said, describing the
two of them as an "M and M"
couple.
Kiely said that her experience

Smithsonian brings
art, culture to Irvine
ELATCNA KUCZYNSKI,

Staff Writer ,

Culture in Irvine?
Yes, folks, it is strange but
true; last weekend the
Smithsonian Institute, along
with the city of Irvine's
Intracultural Advisory Committee [IAC] co-sponsored the
"Many Cultures-One Nation''
series from Apr. 14 to 17.
The Smithsonian Institute,
located in Washington D.C.,
is a research, education and
museum complex. The institution is one of the leading
centers for research in the
world.
Among other things, the
Smithsonian is lauded for holding such national treasures as
the ruby slippers from The Wizard of Oz and the armchair
Archie Bunker sat in for All in
the Family.
It is interesting that such a
well-known institution would
decide to come to Irvine, of all
places. Although the city has
not always been what you might
consider a hotbed of culture, Irvine is attempting to become
more diverse and sensitive to
cultural issues.
In the same vein, the city
founded the IAC with three
objectives in mind: promotion
of multicultural orientation
within the city's plans and programs, outreach to diverse
populations in the city and to
communicate on behalf of
those communities, and mobilization of the arts as a vehicle
to develop a multicultural environment in the city oflrvine.
According to Patricia Fierro,
an employee of the city of Irvine, "This was a ten-city series
throughout California; both
Wells Fargo Bank and the California Council for the Humanities supplied funding."
The Smithsonian Institute

seeks co-sponsors in each community. State and municipal arts
and humanities councils, local
government offices, and the
media were invited to co-sponsor the series.
The Orange County leg of
the cultural journey took place
at the Irvine Civic Center and
The Bowers Museum of Cultural Art in Santa Ana
In a written press release, local series coordinator Pamela
Feld said that "the Smithsonian
events are designed to present a
wide range of cultural topics to
complement the locitl community."
One highlight of the program was a performance by
the Fiesta Ballet Folklorico in
Santa Ana. A mariachi band
accompanied the dancers as
they performed a variety of
regional Mexican dances in
traditional costume.
The atmosphere in the theater for the event was relaxed,
with the audience clapping
along. The room was packed
and people were even standing
in the back.
One of the most interesting
moments was when the dancers
put trays of glasses filled with
water on their heads and danced
on boxes.
The dancers were accompanied by some singers who gustily invited the audience to join
in. The room vibrated as everyone sang together - if not in
harmony - in Spanish.
This is not the Fiesta Ballet
Folklorico 's first performance; founded in 1991, they
have performed throughout
California, Mexico and New
Mexico.
Other events hosted by the
Bowers Museum in Santa Ana
included a lecture entitled "Art
of Annoyance: Graffiti and Rap

See ART, page 13

with Mensa bas been a positive one,
due in large part to the members.
"I tend to think of Mensa as a
really big cross-section," she said.
"They're always stimulating, not
always in the way I want, but they' re
always stimulating."
As to claims that Mensa intelligence testing is flawed, Kelly says,
"I think that intelligence testing tests
one thing; your ability to take intelligence tests. I think that there is a
high correlation with certain kinds
of other intelligence."
Recently, intelligence testing
has been more finely tuned with
performance tests and culture-fair
tests that accommodate for different learning environments among
subjects.
These tests minimize or reduce
the use oflanguage in order to eliminate bias.

Still, the very concept of Mensa
is controversial. The question of
whether or not Mensa, by its nature, encourages intellectual snobbery is often debated.
"I don't really believe that being
in a social group that's based on the
intelligence of itli members could
be much fun," said Professor J arnes
Boster, an associate professor in
social science at UCL
"I would be more interested in
joining clubs that shared common
interests outside of themselves ...
like astrophysics or Celtic dancing," Boster explained.
Mensa administers their own IQ
tests. However, they also accept a
wide variety of other test scores.
Apparently high society has its
price ... and its privileges.
It's all a matter of what you're
willing to pay.

Kaleidoscope

This week's Kaleidoscope photo was taken by Christopher Wong while vacationing in Hawaii. Ifyou have
any photos for Kaleidoscope, submit them to the New University on the third floor of Gateway Commons.

Financial aid funds buy island

Student finds hidden,tfeasures by "junking"
DAN SIMMONS,

Staf!Writer

starved student, comes out of a
twenty five year-old family economic philosophy he calls "Junk-

Just because no man is an island
doesn't mean no man can own one, ir!g."
According to a news release isespecially if it's as nice as the one
that Daniel Craig, Jr. owns: 10.2 sued by Craig and his family,Junkacres situated in the middle of the ing is "the precise, deliberate stratBlack River in Wisconsin, pur- egy of purchasing valuable assets
chased for the ridiculously low price at low cost."
"A lot of people immediately
of $1,601.
So what if that money came from asswne they know what you 're talking about when you say 'Junking,'"
college financial aid?
"I think there's some kind of because they associate it with shopinternal investigation going on ping at charitable resale shops like
with that," says Craig, proud Goodwill and the Salvation Army
owner of the island and a junior at --and others. Craig scorns this simple
the University of Wisconsin. He interpretation.
"By Junkingwemeanafarlarger
doesn't sound particularly worand more all-encompassing phiried.
Craig's purchase of this island, losophy than that; that island cerwhich may seem like outlandish tainly didn't come from a rumextravagance to the typical money- mage sale or something. It is a

philosophy, because it truly affects
everything."
"Junking," eh? Okay, so it's less
auspicious-sounding than" Socratic
ethics" or "Confucianism,'.' but its
value and teachings are perhaps
more practical than, "The
unexamined life is not worth living."
"Everything that's available
in the world, every type of thing,"
Craig explains, "has a nice version. So why not have those instead of the cheap ones? Everything you can do better, and more
deluxe, and with greater ease,
because it doesn't cost you so
much."
Craig warns that there is a
tradeoff to the Junking experience.

See JUNKING, page 12
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Peace, love, harmony and sounds of Jerry Garcia

MARTIN

Rizzo, Staff Writer

Once in a while you get shown
'
the light,
In the strangest ofplaces, if you
look at it right.
Peace, love, happiness, psychedelic awareness, and good karma
are what's to be found at a Grateful

The Free Zone
Dead show.
Year after year, around the world
they tour like wandering minstrels,
unburdening the myriad of souls
whose paths have brought them together for the evening.
As one approaches the night's
venue, they join the pilgrimage of
Deadheads from all walks of life,
engulfed in the good vibes that radiate from love, peace and brotherhood which are accompanied by
the potpourri of sage, pot, incense,
and body odor that pervades the air.
As one walks between the colorful assortment of VW's, school
buses, and other cars covered with
globally-conscious bumper stickers, they are thrust into a Renaissance fair. It is filled with hundreds
of vendors, making their living by
selling their handiwork - including tie-dyes, all sorts ofhand-crafted
artwork, food, clothing and an assortment of hallucinogens - and
by following the Dead.

The Deadheads are people who,
not content with the rat race of
today's society and searching for a
greater meaning in life, have decided to not rest their faith in what
Big Brother tells them, but instead
choose to believe in themselves;
embracing the freedom and responsibility of thinking for themselves.
Free from the society-inflicted self-consciousness
and judgments, everyone is
welcome and appreciated for
their individuality; no one is·
better than anyone else.
We're all one.
It is the music of the Grateful Dead; preaching the peace,
love, and freedom that inspire us to
~
live life true to ourselves.
Each show is unique, as the Dead
-~
stick to no set lists and let the energy of the crowd carry and direct
the music. Each player speaks his
heart through his instrument, engulfing the dancing sea of likeminded souls.
The whole experience stands in
stark contrast to the stressful,
money-driven, self-serving and
angst-ridden discontent of today's
society, which is exemplified by
the pitifully artificial world of
Irvine.
Here, conformity is the order of
the day, and people - perhaps too
frightened to risk being themselves
-choose to hide behind their masks
of anonymity.
The hippie culture that surrounds the Grateful Dead stands
as a beacon of hope in a land of precariously rushing closer and
scurrying lemmings - some car- closer to the cliff.
rying guns, others briefcases - .
At a Dead show, where miracles
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cari and do occur, I am filled with the
hope that we can learn to live together in peace; easy and free, you

JASON M>.cC>.NN•:u,, NF:W VNWERsm·

know, the way it's supposed to be.
"Shall we go, you and I, while
we can?"

And you thou tyou could only~
afford macaroni and cheese.
Macinlosh" LC 575 81160,
inJernal AppleCIJ™ 300i Plus CD-ROM
Drive, Apple" Kf!'jboard Dand mouse.

Only $1,965.00.

PowerBook Duo™ 230 4180
(with MtJCtntosb" externalf/opf!Y drive
and PowerBook Duo floppy adapter ool shown).

Only $1,599.00.

Macintosh Quadra" 610 81160,
Apple" Col-Or Plus 14" Display, Apple
Extended Kf!'jboard Dand mouse.

Only $1,774.00.

Right now; you could take home one of the country's best-selling personal notebookcomputer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
computers· for incredibly low monthly payments. By
ever. Its that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
The Apple Computer Loan.
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
Reseller for further information.
l •'choose from the entire Macintoshe line or grab a PowerBook~ the most popular You'll be amazed what you can buy on a tight college budget.

App1e .

For more information visit
The UCI Computer Store • 7141856-4266

Adjacent to the UCI Bookstore in the Student Center
•Dalaque:r1, 1994. ©1994 Apple Compuler, fnc. AJJ rigbl.r rr:served. Apple, /he Apple logo, Macintosh, Macinlosh Quadra and PvtuerBooil are regisJered lrademarlls ofApple Computer, fnc. AppleCD and Audibl"rsion are lrademarles ofApple Computer, fnc.
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EDITORIAL

"Golly, Bill~ if you 're gonna drive tha
ol' gas guzzler, at least you could put
solar panel on it ... "

Save student health

"Income generated by the University Registration Fee
may be used to support servicd which benefit the students
and which are complementary to, but are not a part of, the
instructional program. These programs include, but are
not limited to services related to the physical and psychological health and well-being of students."
- UC Long Term Student Fee Policy
"The campus should provide students access to health
care services ... UC! can no longer afford to use student
fees to support these services at the same level as in the
past."
- Non-Academic Planning Task Force [NAPTF]
The NAPTF could not be more wrong. We can not afford
to leave students health needs up to the vagaries of some
future, pie in the sky plan, with no guarantees of affordability,
quality or accessibility. Without the vital services provided by
the Student Health Service [SHS] to students and staff, UCI
may face a plague of its own making.
For the incredible sum of $9 per student per month SHS
provides direct, efficient and effective healthcare to UCI
students on campus whose illnesses might otherwise curtail their ability to attend classes.
When necessary, SHS contracts to outside providers,
"outsources" that currently include community physicians, as
well as the-UCI Medical Center and the College of Medicine._
Yet no matter where services, tests or direct care can be found,
the medical needs of students are never shortchanged, something the NAPTF recommendation wants to reverse. SHS
should be rightfully proud of their success in finding the best
care for UCI students at the best price.
The attempt to use undergraduate student fees to subsidize the ongoing losses at the Medical Plaza is beyond
unethical, beyond financially irresponsible, beyond belief.
This recommendation, to cut funding to Student Health
and "outsource" all healthcare delivery to the UCTh1C
Clinical Practice Group, will destroy a viable and essential
service, only to line the pockets of UCI's physicians. The
hypocrisy of this plan has nothing to do with Hippocrates
and has everything to do with Mammon.
Students must demand that Student Health Services
continues to receive registration fee funding. Students
should oppose any and all attempts at imposing mandatory
insurance. Students need to save SHS from the greedy
clutches of already overcompensated physicians in the
Clinical Practice Group.
The health care providers at SHS have already proven
their ability to deliver quality care at a reasonable price.
SHS has already proven their ability to balance their books,
something the Medical Plaza has consistently failed to do . .
Currently there is no plan to replace the services that will be
lost if SHS is denied funding, nor will most students be able
to afford or access the health care offered by UCIMC or its
Clinical Practice Group. This proposal is not just wrong, it is
sick. While UCI may be in ailing financial health, we can ill
afford to deny students access to care as the cure.
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COMMENTARY

Armenian genocide not forgotte
NATASHA BOGHASIAN, LORI
KURDOGHLIAN AND BELINDA
SIMONIAN

Before giving the final order for
·the death units to annihilate the Jews,
Adolf Hitler said "I have given orders
... to exterminate without mercy. After all, who remembers today the extennination of the Annenians !"That's
right, after all who remembers the
Armenian Genocide? The answer is
we do. The world may have forgotten
the pain and suffering of the Armenians, but the fact is we still remember.
"It's generally not known in the
worldthatintheyearspreceding 1916,
there was a conc;erted effort made to
eliminate all the Armenian people,
probably one of the greatest tragedies
that befell any group. And there
weren't any Nuremberg trials," Jinuny
Carter said in 1978 atthe White House
in remembrance of the Armenian
Genocide.
During the second half of the nineteenth century, the Armenian popula-·
tion of the Ottoman Turkish Empire
became the target of increasing persecution by the Ottoman government.
During 1894-96, the Turkish government massacred 300,000 Annenians
as a part of their Pan-Turkish policy.
The Ottoman Empire was to become
ahomogenous nation ofTurks, and all
others were to be "removed." Within
several months, the 250,000 Armenians serving in the Ottoman anny
during W urld War I were disarmed
and placed in forced labor battalions
where they were either starved or executed. The Armenian people, de- prived of their leadership and young,
able-bodied men and disanned under
threat ofsevere punishment, werethen
deported from every city, town, and
village in Asia -Minor and Turkish
Armenia In most instances, during
the death marches, the men and older
boys were quickly separated and executed. The unprotected women, children, and elderly were marched for
weeks in to the Syrian desert and
subjected to rape, torture, and mutilation. The majority of the deportees
died on the marches from forced starvation, disease andmassacre. Approxi-

mately 500,000 refugees escaped to
the north across the Russian border,
into Arab countries, or to Europe and
America. Between the years 1915 and
1923,morethanl,500,000Armenians
were killed. As a result of the Armenian Genocide, the Armenian population ofthe Ottoman Empire was effectively eliminated through a carefully
executed government plan.
On April 24, 1915, hundreds of
Armenian religious, political and intellectual leaders were rounded up,
exiled and eventually murdered. As a
result,April 24 has been designated as
the day of remembrance of the Armenian Genocide. Every year Armenians
all around the world gather in schools,
monwnents, and churches to commemorate the massacres perpetrated
· by Turkish leaders. April 24 is not
only a day for mourning and remembrance of the dead, but also a day for
celebration of the faith and perseverance of our people. Even after systematic deportations andmassacres, we as
Armenians have had the will and
strength to survive away from our
homeland. We have established communities all over the Middle East,
Europe, and the United States and
have become actively involved in the
social, political and cultural domains
of society.
The Armenian Holocaust has been
named the "Forgotten Genocide."
Many governments do not recognize
the genocide, because Turkey refuses
to accept responsibility for the crimes
committed by the Ottoman Empire.
Moreover, Turkey not only denies the
occurrence of genocide, but claims to
be victims themselves of atrocious
crimes. The current Turkish government chooses to ignore the irrefutable
and extensive evidence provided by
written memoirs, oral histories, photographs, eye-witness accounts by
missionaries, diplomats and other foreign observers. They refuse to accept
the reality of the Armenian Genocide,
and instead choose to distort the facts.
Btcause of strong Turkish lobbying
and propaganda, governments have
been reluctant to further investigate
the Armenian Genocide. A direct result of their apathy is the ignorance of
people regarding the first and most

violent crime against humanity
twentieth eenttiry.
Article N of the United N
policy on genocide states that
sons committing genocide sh
punished, whether they are co1
tionally responsible rulers, pub
ficials, or private individual."
can the United States, the pion
freedom and human rights in the
em world, allow a genocide
unpunished? Mass killings and(
tations continue today all ovc
world because the world has w;:
insilence the crimes committed a
mankind.

Genocide is not a foreign cc
to us as students as we have re<:
studied it in regards to the J
Holocaust and witnessed the c
quences of genocide in Cam1
Why then are mass killings still
on, such as in Bosnia and N::
Karabagh? People associate the
genocide with "others." We J
recognize thatgenocide·is notjt
violation of rights against the
the Armenians, the Bosnians, ai
Cambodians, but it concerns eac
every one of us. Genocide is
crime against a nation, or an e1
racial, or religious group; it is a
against hwnanity.
.Until we realize andeducat1
selves about the conditions anc
sequences of genocide, vi
crimes against humanity will
cease to plague our society. Si
is the worst enemy of justice
only through education that w
secure the human rights of 1
nations. Recently, for the firs1
UCI sponsored a Holocaust Rei
brance Conference to educat1
dents as well as the community
current and historical issues of J
cide. However, more resources
be provided for there to be '
spread education of genocide
only through incorporating gen
into the classroom can the ur
sity accomplish its goal in se
the students a educational in
ti on.

The authors of this comme
are members ofthe Armenian Sti
Association.
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UC/ Drama Stage 1 ends the
season with a double dose of

Aaron P. Leifer and Sandy Kim

STAFF WRITERS

'D!l oing Shakespeare is not easy.

_ \ For one thing, everybody
who was ever in high school has
read, seen or perhaps performed it
before, hated it and would (unfortunately for them) really rather not
come across the old bard again.
Then again, there were the people
who did like it. In fact, they loved
it so much that they dissected it to
the point where nobody gave a
damn anymore.
That, too, would seem unfortunate as the one thing that repeated
performances of Shakespeare's
plays seem to prove time and time
again: however old they may be,
they never cease to say something
relevant to our time.
At least that is what directors
Dudley Knight and Stephen
Burdman might argue. In their respective renditions of Measure for
Measure and Hamlet, each proves
that different genres can still convey ageless themes.
Presenting two of these plays like
this is indeed ambitious, even for
the much-accomplished UCI
Drama Department. With only the
exceptions of the two leads ~d another character in Measure, the
plays were double cast. In addition,
the sets and lighting were marvelously constructed to correspond
with the settings of both plays.
~ etween the two performances,
,.£»Measure surely is the weaker.
While individual performances and
technical aspects are at full strength,
Knight's direction seems to be only
at half wattage.
Whether he was trying to simply
provide comic relief or make some
greater tie-in with modem times, a
lot of Knight's twentieth century
gags, while drawing modest audience approval, do nothing to add to
the credibility of the performance.
(Dildos in Shakespeare? Get serious!)
In fact, Knight did not even stop
there. It was painfully obvious
where Shakespeare ended and he
began. To any purist who might
have been in attendance, it all
quickly became trite and common.
Yet, the cast does much to make
Measure an enjoyable experience.

Hope Chernov, as the novice
Isabella, steals the show with an
incredible dramatic performance.
She really is quite amazing, as good
as or better than any on the UCI
stage recently.
Todd Denning also gave an outstanding performance as the bigmouthed Lucio, providing welltempered comic relief witllout being hammy.
But as far as comedy goes, David
Nevell, as the bawd Pompey, was
truly fantastic to watch. Even going as far as to involve the audience
(with little success), he was by far
the greatest laugh in a show that
defied any sort of genre cate gorization.
This tended to make finding
Knight's point rather difficult. The
pacing of the play, with a first act
that ran over an hour and a half, was
lacking. The first act was slow and
occasionally plodding as the story
unfolded, with only a handful of
really powerful scenes.
It picked up by the second act
which moved along much better,
but sort of fell apart again near the
end.
Oh well.

l)

amlet' s first act w.as also
_ , -·~rather long and trymg. Unlike Measure though, the second act
was powerful and remained strong
throughout the rest of the play.
Of course, the play began with
the famous "To be or not to be" line.
On graduate student director
Stephen Burdman's part, this was
not very innovative.
Despite the play 's mundane beginnings, Burdman remained very
faithful to Shakespeare's original
text. Most of the stage directions
were traditional and appropriate,
except for the occasional unsuccessful attempt at comic relief.
However, much credit must be
given to Burdman for his ingenuity
in combining the roles of Hamlet
and Hamlet's father as a ghost.
Rather than portraying these two
characters as separate entities,
Burdman combines the two into
one by having Hamlet possessed by
his father's spirit.
Not only did this allow Charles
Huston as Hamlet greater opportunity to display acting ability, but it
made the character seem more life-

""

like.
in the second act was Anne James
But Huston's performance was Dreiling as Gertrude. Her first act
topped by David Nevell as performance was nothing spectacuPolonius. Nevell played the con- lar. But then again how could it be
cerned parent and meddling advi- - Shakespeare did not give her
sor perfectly. His segments were much to work with.
believable, reminding the audience
The resurfacing of Todd Denning
of being at home with the constantly as Laertes also assisted in making
nagging parent, definitely the high- the second act much better than the
' first.
light of the play.
There were many other notable
For those of you who are unfamilperformances, but unfortunately iar with Hamlet, Laertes has a small
they were not apparent until the sec- cameo appearance in the first act.
ond act.
In the second act, however,
For instance, in the first act David Shakespeare brings Laertes back
Francis was all too jolly as into the main plot, allowing the
Claudius. In this play, Santa wasn't audience the opportunity to see
wearing red, he was wearing green. Denning in all his rage and torment.
In the second act he traded in his
It is in this act that all the actors
jolly green giant suit and trans- finally show their true capabilities.
formed into a wickedly vindictive (Tom Humphreys' Horatio finally
villain. Finally.
' decided to enunciate, for example.)
Once he decided to slow his
Another notable who blossomed

speech, his performance fortified
the velocity of the rest of the play.
Add another name to the list of notables. As the climax intensified, so
did the actors' performances.
But just when you think the play
couldn't excel anymore, it gets better, much better. The play ends with
the classic fencing duel, which
Burdman conducted beautifully.
The action was suspenseful and
exciting. To the novice, it seemed
as if the actors actually knew how
to fence. Unlike other action scenes
in plays, this scene had great continuity; the only way to end the play.
Or, for that matter, the entire season.
For times and locations of the
Measure for Measure and Hamlet

performances, see Calendar, page
Q3.
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Ned ponders Milla again

Ned Raggett

STAFF WRITER

C

oncert news - This Wed.,
Washington-based quartet Gas
Huffer will be tearing up things on
the Student Center Terrace at noon.
The band, which recently signed
to legendary punk label Epitaph,
have already released a number of
singles and two albums, the most
recent of which, Integrity Technology and Service, showcases Gas
Huffer's garage/rockabilly style
quite well.
Meanwhile, Thursday night at the
Pub, Caroline Aileen will be performing her brand of acoustic folk.
The show starts at eight.

haunting and most appealing. Songs
like "Gentlemen Who Fell",
"Charlie" and "Don't Fade Away"
are only some of the highlights to
be found. An excellent album.

It's tasteful, pretty and really annoying. It's nowhere near as good
as the Cranberries or the Sundays
or anything remotely similar. It's
not worth your time.

The Church Within
The Obsessed

Goodbye ...
Twilight's Pool
Twi light

Columbia

You know what I recently realAn American duo, this, with its
ized about Black Sabbath? One rea- first release, to the best of my
son why Osbourne and company knowledge. Goodbye ... is actually
were great back in the early '70s is a pretty good take on the cool and
that the band could do both full-on . crisp stylings of early '80s goth
slabs of death-:march feedback and rock, all spindly guitars, throbbing
electric sludge and smprisingly ten- bass and crisp drum patterns.
der, restrained and beautiful numSinger Haydn Gottshall has a
bers. If you think I'm kidding, good voice, too, and avoids the
check out "Solitude" or "Changes" overly dramatic basso profundo
which runs rampant among other
and see what I mean.
The Divine Comedy
What does this have to do with . similarly inspired outfits.
Fans of ·early Sisters of Mercy
Milla
the Obsessed? This trio has won
much praise from such outfits as and Siouxsie and the Banshees, take
SBK/ERG
When I first heard about this, L7, Fugazi and the Rollins Band for note!
. Contact Twilight at 203 West
model/actress Milla Jovavich's de- . their very Sab-like music.
but album, I mentally filed it with
But like a depressingly large 84th St., Suite 3B , New York, NY
worthless .crossover attempts like number of groups influenced by 10024.
Sabbath, all that's present on
that of Don Johnson.
emos, singles and other
But I quite happily eat my words Church is the sludge side of the
things:
after having listened to The Divine sonic recipe, good though some of
Bed of Eyes' demo tape rather
Comedy, a beautiful collection of it is. And after a while that gets borreminds me of Timbuk 3 in the
songs anyone would be proud of.
ing. Great cover art, though.
Mil.la's singing and at-once modquizzical lyrical bent of such tunes
Pooka
as "Generic Lie Song" and "Smart
em and timeless lyrical material
Religion", while the music bas a
Pooka
puts one in mind of Kate Bush, but
Elektra
neat garage/power pop purich to it.
like that other supposed Bush imiContact 'em at P. 0. Box 38623,
tator, Tori Amos, Milla has a voice
It's folk rock. It seems to be inspired by the early to mid-seven- Los Angeles, CA, 90038.
all her own.
Fretblanket's Twisted EP (AnThe musical backing, centered on ties version of such music, the type
acoustic guitar and mandolin but of thing major labels were into gel) contains four numbers that will
with many fine textures like strings when not funding Led Zeppelin or remind some of Buffalo Tom or
Husker Du; with at-once loud and
and hammered dulcimer added, is the Stones or the like.

D

Milla Jovavich.
tuneful guitar riffs going up against
emotional vocals.
Admittedly, they do nothing for
me, but you might like 'em, who
knows ...
El Magnifico wins the prize for
the most meaningless release of the
year so far with the Buzzkill BP
(RCA), a three-song collection of
meandering noise that tries to ape

Jane's Addiction (badly) on
"Ether". Boring and pointless.
Mule's Wrung EP (Quarterstick)
is a stunner, four shards of visceral
music that gives you an idea what
Bob Seger would do if raised on
'80s Midwestern post-punk.
- Songs like "We Know You're
Drunk" and "The Rope and the
Cuckold" are ragged powerhouses.

Ela7tna Kuczynski

and women's voices are becoming
louder.
Women are yet allotted the vote,
they are still expected to be seen and
not heard (not unlike children) and
strong feminist voices - or even
weak feminist voices - are rarely
heard above the hubbub of testosterone pulsing through the veins of
society's leaders.
The heroine, Abby Sage, a little
known stage actress, faces a challenge that in the '90s is common
fare. She has an abusive and domineering drunkard of a husband and
wants to be freed of the bonds of
marriage.
.
However, when Abby takes action and goes to Indiana (the 1800s
version of Reno) for a divorce on
the grounds of an abusive marriage,
the moral element in New York
roars.
When Abby's husband murders
her lover in a jealous temper, however, society iauds
This outrageous paradox of justice makes for an interesting start.
When the fact that Abby's lover is
the famous journalist Albert Deane,
the story should get even juicier; ·
names such as Horace Greeley,
Edwin Booth and Henry Ward
Beecher pepper the text.
But the fun stops here; Cooper, a
graduate of Harvard Law School,
knows how to tell the truth and the
whole truth.
Unfortunately, he also knows
how to tell nothing but the truth, a
fact that renders this potentially interesting read a hopeless sleeper.

Lost
Love
finds
Honors makes the grade
nothing special

Annie Hughes

STAFF WRITER

W
run . .

inners forget that they' re
in a race; they just love to

Wise words coming from a
bum on the street.
Then again, finding winners
and wiSdom in unconventional
people is one of the major themes
in With Honors , the first intelligent, feel-good movie to grace
the screen this spring, after a season of serious dramas.
Set amidst the chilly winter
snow drifts of Harvard, With
Honors tells the story of four
college housemates who shelter
a very unusual guest a few bare
months before graduation.
Joe Pesci stars as Simon, a
bum who lives comfortably in
the basement of Harvard's library
until Monty (Brendan Fraser)
drops "his life" (i.e. his thesis
paper) down a grate and the two
clash in a conflict of wills.
Simon barters Monty pages of
his thesis in refum for shelter in
an old van and a few living
all}enities.
"I've found a way to get
through the winter," Simon tells
Monty (whom he sarcastically
dubs "Harvard") And get through

he does.
Predictably, Simon's
presence begins to filter
in to Monty's
daily life,
showing him and his roommates
once again thi!.t no book can be
judged by it's scruffy cover.
Although the plot twists can be
sighted six miles away, subtle acting and excellent writing makes the
setup believable, sweet and hilarious.
For one, character development
is deft; nobody jumps from being
Adolf Hitler to Mother Theresa in
a matter of minutes, but people do
evolve throughout the movie.
The changes that occur, such as
people falling in love, and learning
to accept each other, also truly capture the spirit of college life.
The supporting cast is particularly fine as well, featuring up-andcomer Moira Kelly, who shines as
Monty's flip and liberated roommate Courtney.
Referring to her boyfriend as "the
face", while repressing her feelings
for Monty, Courtney never sinks to
the status of token sex-symbol, despite Kelly's beauty.
Patrick Dempsey also puts in a
respectable performance as Everett,
Monty's hippy, eccentric roommate, who keeps a live rooster in
the house and approves vigorously
of Simon.
The heart of the story though, is
Pesci and Fraser, who by their shcerity and honest emoting, expose

themselves as real people to
each other and to the audience
as well.
Monty grudgingly confides in
Simon about his attraction to
Courtney, his defiant need for
independence, and his anger_towards a negligent father.
Simon himself tells everyone
off, be it Monty or a lecturing
professor, and viciously defends
his viewpoints and his lifestyle
against prejudgments.
Through Monty, Simon tries
to keep -the significance of his
own life from slipping through
the cracks by sharing his past
loves and regrets.
Despite a rather grating accent, Pesci is in his element here
as the homeless philosopher, and
he takes the role to its full tear
jerking potential.
Fraser as well has made leaps
and bounds since School Ties, .
and has at last chosen a role
worthy of his talent.
A great musical score that includes a remake of Joan Baez's
"Forever
Young",
and
Madonna's latest, ties a bow
around this gift of a movie.
Although the themes of social
classes meeting and learning
from orie another is hardly new,
With Honors revives old truths
with a delicate hand, and gives
optimism a good name for a
change.
With Honors tells us that there
are winners and losers in life, but
that circumstances can fool us
into confusing the two.

STAFF WRITER

I

t is said that truth is stranger than
fiction. Well, in the case of
George Cooper's Lost Love, no cute
little proverb could be more wrong.
In some cases this cliche could
be right; if truth is told in an interesting, engaging fashion, perhaps it
can be more entertaining than fiction.
If the voice is dry, the tale longwinded, and the characters are not
allowed to leave the narrow confines of exact truth, then reality is
very dull indeed.
Lost Love, a story of passion and
murder in the late 1800s, has all the
makings of a modem thriller: a
beautiful young starlet, her abusive,
jealous husband and her passionate,
righteous lover.
· Cooper had a great story to work
with. The characters are real, leaving him without the weight of creation.
But even real people can be made
more interesting with occasional
embellishment. Evidently, no one
ever told this to Cooper.
He does make excellent 1~se of
remnants from the players' real
lives; he includes articles written by
the hero as well as letters between
and to the three leading characters.
He also includes sections of a sworn
affidavit written by the heroine during her husband's trial.
The tale is set in Old New York,
a city on the edge of change. Feminism is just be ginning to emerge

him:
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Monday 25

Barclay Theatre, 8 p.m. Tickets are
$8. For more info, call (714) 8544646. (Runs through Apr. 29, and
Sat. Apr. 30 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.)

ni.n.see
Faculty Recital Series presents
Haroutune Bedelian, violin at the
Fine Arts Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 at Bren Events Box Office (714) 856-5000.

Tuesday 26
ni.n.si.c
Eon B Project performs at the
Anthill Pub & Grille, 7 p.m.

te.eture
Mark Russell at Bren Events Center, 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15, general; $13 UCI faculty/staff, seniors,
non-UCI students; $6 UCI students.
For tickets, call (714) 856-5000.

tla,uitre
UCI Drama Stage 1 presents
Shakespeare's Measure for Measure at the UCI Fine Arts Concert
Hall under the direction of Dudley
Knight. Curtain is 7 p.m. Tickets are
$12, general admission; $11 UCI
faculty/staff, seniors; $6, UCI students. For tickets, call (714) 854-

4646.

nerr.ttn

Wednesday 27
AJ.seu.s.sittn
The Women's Resource Center
provides an opportunity for "'open
dialogue on women's relationships
with food, body image and the effects of both on self-esteem. WRC,
noon-1:30 p.m. Low-fat munchies
will be provided.

nuittn
UCI Student Health presents discussion on Insulin-dependent diabetes featuring a guest speaker addressing questions about external
insulin pumps. Student Health Center lobby, 7 p.m. For more info, call
Beth Moline at 856-5303 (on Mon.
or Wed.)

"It's Your Move."

Torrance

Art.nee
Saint Joseph Ballet at Irvine

The ~!!
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Coursework and Extracurricular:s:

1nu.see
Five North (acoustic guitar) will
be performing at the Anthill Pub &
Grille, 7 p.m.- 9 p.m. Admission is
free.

!!!f3J

Prof. MCAT Prep Course™

A~hievement

with Balance.

<MCAT >
PREP CODISE"

"V'

(OCT '94)

IFJt~~ij II. MCAT Prep and Application Process Preview
Getting the Scores you Need. Planning the Optimal Application Timeline.

cf:!~.:oo~
$TU DIE NT.)

Ill. Selecting Schools/Doing Great Applications SUN, MAY 22
What Scores Work Where. Anatomy of Standout Essays and Applications.

IV. Successful Secondaries: Staying in the Race
What Med Schools Want: Secondary Essays and the Ri&ht Letters of Rec.

GRADUATION
CRUISE TO
MEXICO!!

V. Winning in the Interview

The Final Challenge: Techniques for Surviving the 50% Cut.

ca;N~~~T.

s:oo-7:00pm

(JULY '94)

(AUG-NOV '94)

C.WMaU For SChldUll

VI. Reapplication Strategies
Avoid this step... PLAN AHEAD!

The"Fun Ships~of

*Based on availability; 4 passengers
to a room plus port taxes.

Caroline Aiken performs with special guest Amee Chapman on the
Student Center Terrace, noon. Admission is free.

I~~ 11:1til 1· Frosh & Sophomore Pre-Medical Planning

(310) 533-1234

$594.00 * per person

Asian Pacific Awareness Conference presents, "Empowerment
Through Identity". Registration in
Monarch Bay A, 8:30-9:30 a.m.

~1..,£

Downtown L.A.

Reg1Ste•ed 1n Liberia o"d the llor>omos

1nu.sic

"&Ul!Dalizrd Information at an Affordable Price." In association with:

Orange County

~l carnival®

Global Peace and Conflict Studies presents "What Threatens Koreans' Security: North Korea,
China, Japan or Everybody?" by
international policy analyst Katy
Oh. Social Science Tower 220,
3:30- 5 p.m.

s;.,~~..:!:!.i!r Complete Pre-Medical Seminar Series rio~m

Techno-lmage Inc., an affiliate of RICOH
Corporation. is expanding its Sales Staff to
cover the following locations:

Call for an appointment
Ask for Wendy

. wttrk.snttp

te.cture.

ettnferenee

GasHuffer will perform on the
Student Center Terrace, noon-lp.m.
Duke Diamond and the Gem-

Marketing Reps

WE OFFER
*Ongoing Training
*1st Yr. Potential $30-$80K
*Full Benefits Package
*Career Development

ets are -$12, general; $11 UCI faculty/staff, seniors; $6, UCI students.
For more info, call the box office
at (714) 854-4646. (Also runs Fri.Sat., Apr. 29-30:)

The Career Planning & Placement
Center presents an opportunity for
biological science graduates to exShakespeare's Hamlet directed . plore their vocational options in
by Stephen Burdman comes to the -- Emerald Bay A and B, 6:30-9:30
Fine Arts Concert Hall, 7 p.m. Tick- p.m. For more info, call Jan McLees
at (714) 856-4649.

1nu.sie

RICOH
Entry level and experienced retail or
outside salespeople are encouraged to apply.
We are seriously committed to our customers
and our growth objectives. Only applicants
with career goals and objectives in marketing
should apply.

stones perform at the Anthill Pub
& Grille, 7 p.m.
Our House Coffee Bar and Bakery brings Rule 62 performing live
in preparation for their summer release "Love and Decline", 8 p.m.
Admission is $4. For more info, call
(714) 437-0366.

UCI Health Fair featuring blood
typing and cholesterol testing, food,
prizes and massages at UCI Student
Center Emerald Bay, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Aa "' .... eKAaa:

$125.00
(I'•••
TO ML 8TDNT•l

All seminars are held at HYPERLEARNING, THE MARKETPLACE, SUITE 108 (by
Hamburger Hamlet). Seminars are free to any Winter '94 or Summer '94 Hyperlearning MCAT
student who has paid their course deposit by seminar starting date. By reservation only. Call to
reserve a space. Or, call to make an appointm~nt for a free consultation.
Start your.planning off right. Come see us Mon or Thurs night!

800-63 2-6863 sam-9pm

Note: C.h.e.s.s. Seminars are intended for use in conjunction with and NOT as a substitute for your highly qualified on-campus pre- professional or pre-health advisors. No guarantee of results can be made. As a future doctor, seek second opinions!

I~--------------------------~-------------·~
0 Yes! Send me your complete schedule of seminar dates.
.
~1

r
r
•r
1r
:r

Name:
School Attending:
~I
Curr. Addr:
~I
~·1
Tel:(_)
Perm. Addr~
~
Hail to: C.h.e.s.s.!Hyperleaming, 10881 Kinross Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90014.
: 0 Feel free to call and bug me to make sure I've got my pre-med planning under control.
"f I
L.~ ~~'!..c!!l_m~~m_n!_V!!: _!o~~ j~ !e!d_m! ~~~~ ~u! ~ .!h! !!!a_!~.!:.;:.=-.!:.;:~
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We Want To Make
One Thing
Perfectly Clear...

Eye Exams
Complete Contact Lens Care
An Extensive Selection of
Quality Eyewear

Dr. Solly Krom

Optom~trist

854-7122

The Marketplace Across UCI •Ste. 112
4255 Campus Drive • Irvine, CA 92715
You can make any week Exam Week!
and remember...
Anteaters get a 10% courtesy on any
complete pair of glasses or
contact lens package

\q(} M~NA~.
LON~ ~.

• (?10) s.,c;,

TUNE IN
TO ALL
THE
GREAT
NEW
RADIO
SHOWS
ON

KUC/

88.9~

HAVING
A PARTY
, ORA
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Harvard Court
Cornell Court
(714) 854-4942
146 Berkeley Avenue• Irvine 92715

• LARGE 1 & 2 BEDROOM
FLOORPLANS
• Contemporary architecture
• Walk to shopping, dining &
entertainment

2 Bdrm/2 Bath
From $915

fNCREDfELE PRfC£5!
Office Hours:

9~6

• Townhome-style, up/downstairs
2 & 3 bedroom floorplans
• Inviting I bedroom floorplans
• Cozy, cottage-style design
• Vaulted ceilings in upstairs floorplan

Daily

Dartmouth Court
(714) 854-2417

1100 Stanford Stree.t •Irvine 92715
•
•
•
•
•

ENCLOSED GARAGES
5 Spacious floorplans (Jr. I & 2 bedroom) .
Gas & water paid
Walk to shopping, dining and entertainment
Vaulted ceilings in upstairs floorplan

*ASK FOR DETAILS

'. .·

Please ask about our Renter's Equity Program.

.

SARFS

REGIS Group~

We manage to be the best.

~

I All residences come with patios or balconies and full association privileges. I
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COMMENTARY

vine High teacher defends Department of Education
~LLEN

Gow

on 't have time to write this.

gin a large glutinous pile at the

my bed are seventy-two esn existentialism that must be
a for this week's quarter reBut the overwhelming irony
institution the magnitude of
· g its own department of
lion is too glaring to ignore.
ond sheer financ~al desperahat possible justification can
de for such a proposal? If, in
university faculty's purpose is
arch, publish and to train othdo the same, it is odd that the
epartment involved in re. g and disseminating the
aology ofpedagogyis deemed
!sable. Perhaps this reflects a
Dtionthatsomehowteachingis
t that happens natural! y (an
~tion that anyone who has sat
th a series for stultifying lecwill vehemently ·counter). Or
)S such a proposal is merely a
ci.ons of the times. Politically,
don is bankrupt, meriting long
ns of inflammatory prose, but
ctual money. As a society, we
prisons more highly than
.s (compare the enormous cost
ntaining an inmate to the mi)St of educating an average
ntary, secondary, or even unistudent). The politician who
gainst crime encroaching on
usly "safe" middle class neigh1

borhoods rarely connects his/her is thrilled to be sponsoring the party
rhetoric to the actual problems of but is above bothering with the help
poverty, disenfranchisement and in the kitchen. In fact, the Task Force
poor education; for politicians and suggests that since the UC is focused
for society at large, it is easier to let towards offering doctoral programs,
problems evolve and cast blame than it should be easy enough .to shuffle
it is to effect change. Thus we reap the Department of Education into
the dismaying harvest of shortsight- the bin and send credential candiedness and shoddy thinking. So too, dates to the Cal State campuses (Cal
a university that in its Academic State Fullerton has reportedly reTask Force reports seeks to "raise plied that their programs are already
the quality of entering undergradu- full). Thus, UCI seems to percive
ate students," yet thirty-six pages teaching as a trade rather that as an
later
recommends
the academic discipline; this is not only
"disestablishment of the Department foolish but inherently insulting.
of Education," as though somehow
Several years ago, UCI upgraded
one can expect to improve the former their Office of Teacher Education to
without committing to the latter.
an actual Department of Education.
It is this elemental myopia that I However, that advance from office
find most disturbing. The Task Force to department was counterbalanced
has produced a report that denounces by its symbolic relocation.No longer
the university forits lack of commu- would it occupy a floor in the Social
nity and feeder school involvement Sciences Tower; instead, it was
- "in general those involved in moved virtually off campus, and
school-university linkage efforts housed over the new Family Fitness
charge that the schools are easy to Center. To my eyes, that was a clear
involve and the university very diffi- gesture that the university proper
cult"; they clearly understand the wished to have little contact with the
need for connection between the Department of Education, like the
university and those whom it hopes bastard half-brother, regrettably part
to admit as undergraduate and gradu- of the family, but embarrassing to
ate students. Yet the Task Force does · seat at the dinner table. It was therenot understand the link between this fore no surprise to see that the Degoal of connectedness and the edu- partment of Education was not repcation of teachers. It is as though the resented on the Academic Planning
student are somehow developing in Task Force, nor were key people in
a vacuum, and although UCI wants the Department contacted for inforthe product of twelve years of educa- mation prior to the report's completion, it is like a society dowager who tion and dissemination. As a result,

the section regarding the Department
is, even to my eye, a morass of misinterpretations and omissions.
In the report, the Task Force
stresses the need for university links
to the local high schools. They praise
at length the UCI Summer Science
Institute [SSI] forits "efforts atteaching science teachers" and for the fact
that this institute was founded
through the efforts of a "single faculty member in the Department of
Chemistry." I commend such initiative on the part of a busy university
professor, but the report implies that
the SSI is a lone academic voice in
the wilds of pre-university education. What the Task Force, heavily
weighted towards faculty in the science-based disciplines, fails to include in its seemingly exhaustive
report, even fails to have researched
(for shame, you stellar academicians!) are the highly successful university/K-12 connections developed
and maintained by programs housed
within the Department of Education.
A prime example of such omissions is their failure to acknowledge
the sixteen year existence of the UCI
Writing Project, including the 538
local K-college teachers who have
been selected and trained as Writing
Project Fellows; the estimated
50,000 students affected by the
project, and the assorted UCI Writing Project sponsored conferences
and courses that have helped to inservice over 20,000 teachers across

all grade levels and subject areas.
How could a Task Force which so
strongly decries the "special decline
in high-level literacy, especially in
the ability to write" afford to ignore
the astounding success of the nationally recognized program that sits
squarely on its own campus? How
could they similarly ignore the California Foreign Language Project,
another. Department of Education
program that has inserviced more
than half of all foreign language
teachers in Orange County? When
the Task Force reported on the notorious difficulty of getting the university to interact with its K-12
feeder schools they were quite accurate; but the university of which they
speak is not the entire university, but
one which is viewed through the
narrow windows of ivory tower offices.
Even though tbe Task Force has
seen fit to recommend the dissolution of the Department of Education, I can only hope that the administration has the insight and the information to understand the disastrous consequences of an act that
would serve to sever Orange County
K-i2 faculties from their best resource, and UCI from its future students.

Sue Ellen Gold is a graduate of
the Department ofEducation, and is
currently a member of the English
department at Irvine High School.

LETTERS
esponds to
sionary criticisms

theme of this year's Christ
ness Week was "The Truth."
we do earnestly seek unity of
rristian Body at UCI, we will
engage in the joint proclamaf our Jaith with those whose
· contradict ours. But first, in
fMichael Sorensen's complaint
practice of exclusion by GO!,
was printed in the 4/18/94 edif the New University, let me
n what I mean by "we."
e" are a group of people who
in the Truth and Life prod by Jesus Christ acc.ording to
!>le and who do not compromise
rith at any time. We believe that
ceptance ofJesus, who as God's
on who was virgin born and
the cross to pay for our siris, is
[y way to man's salvation. We
that there is one God in
is, known as the Trinity. We
e the Bible to be the only docutl source of God's Truth. Any
faith that contradicts any ofthese
ents we consider non-Christian.
tving said that, I do want to clear
~ thing: several members of the
ouncil, including myself, have
ed the Catholic and Episcopal
unities that they are always
ed to join the GO! functions
d in the future. In fact, those
s had infonnation tables out at
gmallduringtheChristAwareeek, and one of the Catholics
seived as a counselor after the
House. The Catholics and the
opalians, though admittedly diffrom mainline Protestants in
~

three

1

Mr. Sorensen, I sincerely feel for
traditions and minor doctrines, nonetheless agree with us in the crucial your group if you truly feel that your
doctrines, and thus are welcomed to group is being slighted, and I do apjoin us in representing the Gospel preciate your countering Jennifer
anytime.
Calkin' s letter. But there is no need to
I am seriously disturbed by Mr. raise an issue over it and create more
Sorensen's misrepresentation of the conflicts. What stops your group from
facts and the status of some of the stating your point ofview? What stops
religious groups with GO!, and I am you from having a Mormon Awareequally intrigued that a group that nessWeek?Idon'tseehowyoucould
believes the non-Mormon "Christi.an" have clearly stated your beliefs by
churches to be demonic would have joining your efforts with ours during
the desire to join us. I also question theChristAwarenessWeek. Youdon't
Mr. Sorensen's motives behind the want to ·contaminate your creeds with
submission ofhis letter to Randy Lewis our "damnable" theology, do you?
of Student Activities. If he indeed is Your beliefs and ours are a two-way
for the freedom of speech for all, then street going in opposites directions,
what is the pwpose of his attempt to and it's not fair for you to cry foul.
publicly condemn us?
Then does ourposition in this matGO!'s mission indeed is to unify ter suggest that we hate the Mormons
the body of Christ at UCI, and it is also or the followers of other religions?
to proclaim the Gospel and make the Absolutely not! They are our neighperson of Christ known here on this bors and are not to be treated any
campus. While we realiz.e the impact differently from anyone else. In fact,
of controversy over disputes that arise the whole purpose ofthe Christ Awarebecause we do not invite abberational ness Week and our other events is to
or downright contrasting sects, we introduce Christianity and offerpeople
will not dilute our statements of belief a chance to hear what Jesus has to say.
or compromise either our integrity or No more and no less. We don't strive
our position. We seek unity among to forcefully c.onvertpeopleinto Christhose with a common belief and goal; tianity; we are simply called to share
we are not out to create another Inter- the message. As Mr. Sorensen noted,
faith. This may sound narrow-minded we are to respect others and provide
to some, but we make no apologies for for our neighbors in need. But along
sticking to what we believe. Does with that, we need to make people
GO! really represent only one per- aware of something we feel is critical,
spective of Christianity? Then how do and that is a way to love our neighbors.
you explain the involvement of over a Why should we be so selfish as to keep
doz.en groups with a wide variety of the. secret to ourselves and not share
denominational and ethnic back- with others? We invite you all to come
grounds? Besides, there is really only and find out, just as most of you surely
one Christian perspective - you are want the others to do the same about
either for Him or against Him!
·something you have.

John Y. Ahn
Member, GO! committee
Alumnus, Electrical Engineering

Jones' resignation belies a
crippling iss~e
With the resignation of ViceChancellor of University Advancement Kathleen T. Jones comes what
I have always feared. Because of the
faltering budget of the UC's, more
and more of our administration, and
more importantly, our teacbing faculty, will desire positions at private
institutions. Jones' move acts as the
inevitable precedent that will follow, disabling Irvine from becoming
the university it could. During orientation and Welcome Week students
continually hear of how UCI is becoming anestablished learninginstitu tion such as the Ivy Leagues of the
east coast, but without our present
staff there is no way of achieving
such recognition. As students, we
must recognize that our situation is
at its lowest. The Regents and the
California legislature fail to see how
dwindling salaries and skyrocketing
fees affect the educational opportunities in the once golden state. With
the present governor's race on, it is
crucial that we install education as a
critical reform on the platform. No
longer can we elect without hearing
the candidates plans on rescuing the
current education crisis. No longer
can we agree to blanketed statements
by candidates such as "the education
governor" and so forth - we must
hear answers and we must elect ac-

cordingly. We cannot allow nor affotci to elect a governor who has no
views or plans for education in this
state.
To do this we must coerce the
California public that education is
California's number one issue and
not crime. Although even students
might question my last statement,
I'm sure my explanation will convince you why education must come
first. Currently, crime has become a
bot bed of political activity. California is the first state to pass the most
ludicrous of laws, the "three strikes
and you 're out" bill. According to
this law, California will have to spend
billions ofdollars reconstructing new
prisons to create the most expensive
old age home in the country ..Unfortunately, there has never been a sentence strict enough to prove a deterrence in crime. Rather, the only deterrence one can give for crime is
through education. If enough money
is given to elementary, high school
and higher education, in the long
term crime will diminish. Yes, that
does mean this crime will be high in
the interim, but there is no evidence
to say that it wouldn't be otherwise.
Money allocated towards prisons
must go toward schools. Money allocated towards the 60 percent of
administration we don't need·must
go towards education. In short, we
must see education as "the issue" so
as to spend time, money and energy
recuperating the damage already
done.
Seth Goldhammer
Sophomore, English
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JUNKING: The Craigs' philosophy provides Asian Awareness Week
a realistic way to get through the college years
continued from page 8
"You have to take the time to
learn what you 're doing, and you
have to make yourself available,"
Craig said.
"The world is not going to supply everything at your door," he
said.
For Craig, Junking is something
of a family tradition. It was first
introduced to him when he was a
mere four years old.
He and his father were at a second-hand store when Daniel Craig,
Sr. recognized four chairs as the
work of renowned architect Frank
Lloyd Wright and bought them for
a grand total of three dollars.
He estimates their value now at
more than $250,000.
The Craig family now publishes
a monthly newsletter which opens
subscribers to a world of opportunities using the Junking experience.
The original title of the newsletter,
"The Joys ofJunking," was changed
to "The Theresa, Wisconsin Junking Journal."
"We thought it was more descriptive," explains Craig.
The Rhetoric and Poetics of
Aristotle it isn't; admittedly, but
"this newsletter is a valuable thing
to people," says Craig. "We 're trying to get across our experiences of
twenty-five years."
The Craig family is proud of
its extensive collection of quality Kittinger furniture - "possibly the nicest furniture made in
this country," Craig boastsbooks, dishes and even kitchen
appliances.
"Our whole house is evidence
of this philosophy," he maintains.
"There are _no paper-mache

knickknacks. Everything' s made
out of crystal, or brass, or something nice."
And what will Craig be doing
with his island?
Flourishing ·with deer and fish,
the island is outfitted with tents,
sleeping bags, camp stoves, and
lanterns all purchased using the
Junking technique.
The island also makes an ideal
ecological environment for Craig's
studies as a conservation major.
There's just one slight problem:
Wisconsin weather.
"I bought it in September oflast
year, and for all practical purposes
in Wisconsin, you don't do anything from September until the end
of this semester. I'm waiting for the
sun to come out"
Craig urges college students
to check out Junking and explore
its possible benefits.
According to the Craigs, "the
'Junking' philosophy provides a
realistic way to get through the
college years - and beyond with style.
In the leaner, more conservative '90s, the Craigs' 'Junking'
philosophy is a proven financial
strategy."
"It's like fishing," Craig says.
"You never know exactly what
you 're going to get. You could
get some real prize or not anything at all. But it's fun, and it's
interesting, and it's different from
the way most people function today."
After all, the unexamined price
is not worth paying.
Students interested in learning
more about "Junking" shouldwrite
to P.O. Box 266, Theresa, WI,
53091.

COUP~
Save!!!

ONE HOUR PHOTO

\ 5 Min. Enlargements
\ One Hr. Slide Processing
\Portrait Studio &
Product Photography

(714) 154-3456

$1.00 off, 12 Exp.
$2.00 off, 24 Exp.
$3.00 off, 36 Exo.

Any quantity, 4x6 or 3x5 pr~ts.

or
Free!!! 9econd set

of 3.5x
4255 CAMPUS DR., A-118
JRV/Nf CALJF. 92715 Limited
to 35mm n~.s at
the tome of processing.

5 prints.
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Students display their cultural heritage for Asian Awareness week.
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ASUCI presents a
Special Acoustic
Performance!

with special guest

Director of Financial Aid
Otto Reyer is a genial and helpful man on the phone. He explains that students who receive financial aid sign a statement which obligates them to
spend the money for "educational purposes": things like
books, fees, living expenses
and the like.
The reporter asks, "How
about using that money to, say,
purchase an island?"
There is a small pause while
Reyer digests this. "Purchase
an islancf!"
"Yes."
Another brief pause, and
then there is a short laugh on
the other end ofthe line. "There
aren't that many students who
get enough financial aid money
to purchase an island."
Reyer listens to the story of
a University ofWisconsinstudent who did just that, for
$1,601.
"What kind ofstance would
a financial aid office take on
that kind of purchase?" the reporter queries.
"Well, it's kind of silly,"
Reyer says, "the but's and the
what-if's. What if the kid
bought the island for that price
and later sold it for a million
dollars? And then what if he
donated that million dollars to
the financial aid office? I mean,
what would we say then?"
Reyer chuckles.
"Is this the National
Enquirer?" he asks suddenly.
"Are you sure this isn't The
Star?"

Pub & Grill

•

UC Irvine
Student Center

· 114n2s.3oso
·.. ···~ .. ...

Starts Friday, April 29th
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ART: series highlights multicultural groups
continued from page 8
Improving our Cities" by Andrew Conners of the
National Museum of
American History and
Charles Bojorquez, a
Los Angeles artist.
Andrew Conners
spoke again, this time
on the topic of "Saints
to Lowriders: The Hispanic Traditional Arts
Revival."
Conners is a curatorial assistant for the
National Museum of
American History
with fields of research
including Hispanic
Art, Native American
Art, and folk art and
craft.
Events which were
held in Irvine included a lecture by King-Kok Cheung of
UCLA called "Living in a
Multicultural Society: Thriving on Differences," and a po-

When asked how the events
were chosen, Fierro replied,
"In Irvine, the Smithsonian Institute representative
Nicole Areana met
with us and we talked
about multicultural
issues and the community [this series]
would be serving."
Fierro added that as
there is a strong AsianAmerican culture in Irvine and an equally
strong
HispanicAmerican culture in
Santa Ana, the presentations were designed
to reflect the cultures
they served.
Other programs
like this one are likely
to follow; "This was a
pilot program in CaliFaith Ruffians of the National fornia," Fierro said, "The
Museum of American History pre- SmithSonian Institute will evalusented a lecture entitled "Ethnic ate it. I think we were really
Imagery in the Landscape of Com- successful in Irvine."
merce: 1690-1900."

etry reading by Russell Long of
the UCLA Asian American Studies Center.

-

The dancers were accompanied
by some singers who gustily
invited the audience to join in.
The room vibrated as everyone
sang together-if not in harmony- in Spanish.

Championship
Dura Soft Colors
CONTACT LENSES
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-$3 o
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•excluding
Professional Fees

Optometrist
Dr. Ronald Grossman

854-2020

Campus Plaza

4537 Campus Dr.

Next to Albertson's

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase.

London
Amsterdam
Milan
Athens
Costa Rica

$305*
$315*
$384*
$435*
$233*

'Fares are each way from Los Angeles LAX
based on a roundtrip purchase. Restrictions may apply and taxes are not included.
Cal I for other worldwide destinations.

Couna1
Travel
1818 Palo Verde Ave #E
Long Beach, CA 90815

310-598-3338. 714·517-7950

For

insurance

call

Stan .Jones
854_-2233

4199 Campus Dr.
The University Tower
Number 250

Like a ROOd netl(hbor.
State Parm is there.

•
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STATE FARM
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INSURANCE

®

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices . Bloomington . llllno1s

AND YOUR Wi-IEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You •••
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive says a
lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP,
wh ichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program . (It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart
you really arel)

* Special Finance rote alte rnative and Ford Credi ! programs not available on leases.
**To be eligible, you must graduate w ith a bachelor's or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between I I I /94 and
9/ 30/94. Th is program is in addition to all other national customer incentives; except· for other Ford private offers, including the
Young Buyer Program . You must purchase or lea se your new velTicle between I I 1/94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and ve hicle
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details.

Exp. 4/19/94
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A tale of two Tontzes

Anteaters sign top
recruits for hoops
JIM LEE, Staff Writer

SoNDANG,NEW UNrvERsm

Chris Tontz, UC/' s nwnber one tennis player, teams up with his older brother, Bill, both on and off the court.
DARAH KING, Staff Writer

Even though Chris Tontzis rank:e.d
No.1 forthe UCimen'stennis team
and has entered the national rankings
at No. 86, he still listens to his older
brother. Sometimes.
Chris and Bill Tontz, after attending UCI together for three years,
are finally reunited on the tennis
courts, even if it's only for a month.
Bill rejoined the men's tennis team
two weeks ago as a result of the
injuries thathaveplaguedthreeofthe
top six players. When Bill noticed
that UCI was forced to default some
of their matches, he decided to take
advantage of the three years of eligi-

bility he had remaining.
"I went to go watch the team play
and noticed that they were defaulting twice in two matches," Bill said.
"I thought it would be a good idea to
at least try. Besides, I hadn't played
on a team with Chris before."
Despite the fact that both Chris
and Bill have played tennis side by
side since they were children, they
have never played on a team together. Bill's renewed presence on
the team is another chapter that they
can now add to their tennis history.
Bill and Chris started playing
tennisinSanDiegowhentheywere
eleven and nine, respectively. It all
began when their father taught them

how to play. However, unlike the
Menendez brothers, Chris and Bill
harbor no resentment for their
father's tactics.
"We used to wake him up at 5 :30
in the morning to go out and hit
balls," Bill said. "Then after school
we would go play. It was a gooci
way of getting out of doing homework," Bill added.
Chris and Bill benefitted from
the fact that they were able to play
tennis with each other while they
were growing up. Not only was it a
way forthem to improve their skills,
but it raised their level of competi-

nagging arthritis pains in her hips.
Nonetheless, she put on a clutch performance and pulled away from the
field in the anchor leg.
"[Pam] looked very, very good
out there. I'm happy for her, we're
all happy to see her back out there,"
O'Boyle said. ''The relays are a
good place for her now."
Kurtela was happy to be able to
run again but credited her teammates for making it easier on her.
"It was mostly Toby Dean. She
ran the best leg of her life. Skye
Green and Jamie Karrer also ran
really well. They gave me the lead
and I didn't have to do that much,"
Kurtela said. "I wanted to get in a
race before the conference championships. I go to therapy all the time
and hopefully I'll be ready."
The men were able to secure a
victory in a relay race as well. In the
4 x 100 meter competition, the.Anteaters finished first. Since the other
teams scheduled to run in the race
were unexpectedly scratched UCI
competed only against the clock.
David Mayeda turned in an excellent run in the 400-meter intermediate high hurdles. With a time
of 52.70, Mayeda was fast enough

to finish in second place.
Although placing eighth with a
time of15:25.55 in the men's 5,000
meters, Ryan Gauss caught the
praises of his coach
"Ryan Gauss ha~ a solid performance today. [He] ran a lifetime
best. He's been running really well,''
O'Boyle said.
The familiar Anteater long-distance tandem of Dan Galindo and
Todd Coulston who have consistently placed high in the standings
this season did not compete in the
invitational due to the upcoming
busy schedule.
"We have the Penn Relays coming up on Thursday and then we go
to UCLA on Saturday so that's why
Idecidedtoholdthemoff,"O'Boyle
said.
In other long distance competition freshman Laura Monson continued her impressive year by running the 1,500 meters in a personalbest time of 4:39.95. She also finished fifth in the 800 meters.
Traci Goodrich also performed
well by finishing second in the
women's 5,000 meters
Many of the races on the track and
the events on the field were domi-

See TONTZ,page 15
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UCI men's basketball coach
Rod Baker's most important recruiting class apparently is shaping up as possibly the best in his
career.
Helping to fill two of the vacancies on the roster, Baker announced the signing of
Raimonds Miglinieks and
Michael Tate to national letters
of intent on Apr. 9. The Anteaters already signed New York
prep star Kevin Simmons in the
early signing period.
"I really think we signed two
of the best players in the California state junior-college system,"
Baker said, in a press release.
"Both players have won an awful lot of games in their juniorcollege careers."
Miglinieks, a 6 '3" point guard
from Latvia, was an All-State
pick and MVP of the Orange
Empire Conference at Riverside
Community College. [RCC's]
all-time assists leader with 828,
Miglinieks averaged 13.1 points
and 11 assists in his two seasons
there.
"He doesn't have the same
flash as a Lloyd Mumford, but is
more towards a classic point
guard," Baker said. "Raimonds
is more traditional and it just so
happens that he is the best traditional guard around."
"I thought he was the best
point guard in the U.S., because
he has the whole package," Riverside Coach Bob Schermerhorn
said. "He can drive and score, he
can drive and pick up the defender and digh off, he can make
the easy pass, he can make the
difficult pass and he can hit the

three."
In accepting UCI's offer,
Miglinieks turned down advances from Texas-El Paso, San
Diego State, Long Beach State,
Utah, Cal and Seton Hall. Even
more amazing is the fact that
Miglinieks was offered recruiting visits by Syracuse and NCAA
national champion Arkansas,
spuming both to play for the Anteaters.
"I think Arkansas and all the
big schools, they already have a
lot of the good players there,"
Miglinieks said. "If I went there,
I'd only play about 15 minutes a
game."
"The big thing with him, is
that unlike a lot of American
players, he has no ego,"
Schermerhorn said. "In one
game, he scored 3 9 points and
the next night, he took four shots.
I asked him, 'why did you only
take four shots', and he- said,
'Coach, I don't need to score 39
points tonight."'
"The difficulty is finding a
player that can make the other
four players better and he can
definitely do it," Schermerhorn
added.
Tate, a teammate , of UCI
guard Todd Whitehead at Fremont High School in Los Angeles, was a two-time first team
All-Western States Conference
pick at Ventura College. A 6 '6"
forward, he averaged 12.4
points and 10.2 rebounds in
1993 .
"Michael has an interior presence that we need," Baker said.
"He is a competitor, and he is a
guy that if there is a play to be
made, he will do what he can to
make the play."

UCI runners compete in annual Nike Invitational
ALBERT

BUI, Staff Writer

Hosting the annual UCI Track &
Field Invitational, both the men and
women's Anteater teams struggled
against a strong field of athletes
from other universities and club
teams. In the end victories came
few and far between.
But as Head Coach Vince
O'Boyle pointed out, if one looked
hard enough there were a few hidden gems to be found.
"We don 'thave the numbers like
we used to but when you look at the
people they pulled off some good
performances," O'Boyle said.
The high point for the Anteaters
occurred in the women's 4 x 400
meter relay. The team of Skye
Green, Jamie Karrer, Toby Dean
and Pam Kurtela easily captured
the race, whipping the second-place
finishers New Mexico State by
nearly six seconds.
In the race, the Anteaters fell behind early but with Dean's excellent
performance in the third leg of the
contest, UCimanagedto gamasmall
lead Kurtela who has been sidelined
for three weeks did not compete in
any of her individual events due to

SoN DA.NG, NEW UNTVERsm

The Anteaters competed in several different events last Saturday at UC/.
nated by other teams, especially club
teams who have significant advantages over university squads. The
main one being funding.
Nonetheless, O'Boyle did not
choose to dwell on this fact, pointing to other reasons for his squads
less than brilliant showing on their
home track.
"We did a lot of things today. We
moved people around and switched
some things," O'Boyle explained.

"It was the week after the Mt. SAC
and we tried new things."
In previous years the UCI Invitational was a two day event but this
time organizers decided to tum it into
a one day competition. Although he
had a busier coaching schedule,
O'Boyle favors the one day fomrnt.
"I like it. I get to have Sunday off
and so do the officials who volunteer their time. They don't have to
come back again," O'Boyle said.

April 25, 1994
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SPORTS

Channell proves the value of an education in sports
\

Soo SoNG, Staff Writer
I had heard a rumor from a friend
who said that junior, small forward,
Khalid Channell had a 4.0 GPA
while on the men's basketball team.
"I don't know about that,"
Channell told me. "It's around 3.2
or 3.3."
As a biological sciences student.
I, too, was once a biology major.
I nearly got canned from Irvine
because of it. And I didn't even
attend a basketball game, much less
practice everyday and miss classes

TONTZ
continued from page 14
tiveness to a new degree.
"I used to throw basketballs off
of Chris's head ifhe beat me," Bill
said. "We are competitive and that
can be good."
"IhaveneverbeatenBill,"Chris
countered. "I've grown to accept
the fact that I can never beat him. I
just can't do it mentally."
When Bill graduated from high
school he decided to attend UCI for
its academic reputation and good
tennis program. However, after his
first year, Bill quit the team in order
to dedicate his time towards .h is
goal of becoming a doctor.
"I have always loved tennis, but

When•

yougwe
blood•
yougwe
another
birthday,
another
•
anruversary,
another
laugh,
another
hug,
another

"It's extremely difficult because
you 're competing with people who
only get to study while I play basketball. It's difficult to focus,"
Channell added.
Despite the distractions, though,
he manages to maintain his priorities.
"Sometimes we want to go out
and party and he says he can't because he has to study," junior guard
Zuri Williams said.
"Some people might say you
can't do both but he does," Williams added.
Coming off the bench this sea-

son, he averaged 6.6 points per
game in addition to the 2.6 rebounds
per game. Even as a back-up, he
ended up fifth on the team in offensive boards with 37 and total boards
with 73.
Always the team player,
Channell has no qualms about being a back-up.
"This season, I played a lot more,
but [overall] it doesn't bother me.
The best players should start,"
Channell added.
"Court-wise, a lot of people

it was extremely tough to do both,"
BiJ) said. "Besides, when Chris was
sixteen, he started to get a really big
first serve, and that's when I knew
that it was time to stick with school."
Bill's appreciation for UCI led
to Chris's decision to become an
Anteater as well.
"I'm good friends with my
brother and he talked me into coming to UCI," Chris said. "I like it
here because I get a chance to play
against all the best players and hang
out with my brother. We get to go
to the library and stuff."
However, Bill is quick to point
out the irony in that.
"Chris' major is tennis with a
minor in tennis."
But Chris feels that he benefits
from having a brother who can help
him with his academics.

In addition, being on the same
team is another added bonus for these
two brothers who are friends as well.
"Playing tennis together bas
made our relationship better," Bill
said. "I admire Chris for his work
ethic. Tennis is a goal that he's
really pursued and dedicated himself towards, and I'm going to take
that dedication with me when I go
to medical school."
"I'm really proud to be bis
brother," Bill added.
Chris shares those same sentiments.
"I want him to do well in everything," Chris said. "I can't tell you
how great it's been playing with him."
The future plans for these two
very similar but very different brothers, are made up of the goals that they
have already mapped out.

Chris hopes to continue playing
tennis on the professional tour after
he finishes his final year at UCI.
As for Bill, libraries and studying seem to be in his immediate
future before he eventually fulfills
his goal of becoming a doctor.
But for now, the brothers can be
found on the courts hitting the tennis balls for what might be the last
time in a long time for Bill.
"Win or lose, I'm so excited to
be out there with Chris," Bill said.
"I know how much tennis means to
hin1 and-it's awesome to watch him
achieve his goals."
Bill then turns to his brother.
"Hey, don't you have to go now?"
Chris quickly jumps up and gets
ready to depart.
"See, he still listens to me," Bill
said.

"Now that Bill, being such a
hard-worker, is back on the team,
he has raised our overall team
GPA," Chris said. "I'm doing my
part, but the rest of the guys have
been slacking off."
Now that Bill is receiving his
acceptances into medical schools,
he feels that he is able to completely concentrate on his tennis in
order to help out the team.
"This is something I really want
to do," Bill said. "Coach [Steve]
Clarkknowsthatl'mahard-worker
and that I'll give 100 percent."
Chris is thrilled that he finally
has a chance to play with his brother
and he is not at all resentful that be
is sharing the spotlight.
"It's so great that he's back,"
Chris said. "I don't really like to be
in the spotlight anyway."

See CHANNELL, page 16
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Please give blood.
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because of road games (I missed men'sbasketballcoachRodBaker
mine out of laziness).
said.
"[Education] is extremely im"He made animpactoncampus
portant. It's the primary reason I'm as a student before he established
here," Channell said.
himself as a basketball player,"
Setting an example among stu- Baker added.
dent-athletes, Channell has showed
Channell says that his love for
that high performance on ihe court basketball led him to joining the
can be matched by diligence in the team as a walk-on.
"My dad played in high school
classroom.
The Big West Conference has and college, and all through my
recognized his diligence by pre- life I did, too. It's just something
senting him with the Big West . I've always done," Channell said.
Scholar-AthleteAwardthreetimes.
Channell says there are chal"What I should have if I could lenges to managing basketball with
are fifteen Khalid Channells," studies.

Discount Available to UCI Students only with ID.

Offers '1/alid 'Witli Participating Stylists

OPEN

7DAYS

___________ .J

Highlight:s
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1
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SIDELINES

Random thoughts on a slow day
any sports. Why? After May 1, there

JIM LEE, Staf!Writer
Because it's hard to think of
stuff to write about when it's the
season for track and, uh, crew
and, er, tennis and . . . sailing
(yeah, that's it) ...
- Well, so much for the
Magic Johnson Era as Laker
coach. But don't worry, it's not
Magic's fault.
The only people
who should be
ashamed are the
Laker players,
who gave up on
the playoffs before they even
started.
-Magic will
get
another '
chance somewhere, but as
much as I'm
ambivalent
about the Lakers, be belongs in
the Forum. It just wouldn't seem
right anywhere else.
- Boxing is in pretty sad
shape whenKROQ 's showdown
between Michael the Maintenance Man and Jimmy The
Sports Guy (sorry, no relation)
gets about as much attention as
the Evander Holyfield/Michael
Moorer bout.
- It's the time of year when
a young sports fan's fancy turns
to getting out oflrvine to watch

are no more borne events for UCI

sports. Please come back UCI baseball, we miss you. The folks at the
New Universityreallywantyou back.
Especially the sportswriters.
- Dennis Rodman is a Michael
Jordan-wannabe.Justcheckoutthose
new Nike shoes that he's endorsing.
Ugly.

est, Syracuse and Arkansas to
come to UCI. Let me repeat that
again. HE TURNED DOWN
NCAA CHAMPION ARKANSAS TO COME TO UCL
- Hard to believe that the
expansion Mighty Ducks were in
the playoff race longer than the
Stanley Cup-finalist Kings. Heck,
how about the Sharks, which went
from nowhere to
second place in
their division?
Here's
today's math lesson. If Rod Bak.er
has four scholarships, three of the
scholarships have
been taken by
Miglinieks, Tate
and Simmons,
and there are two
other players beingrecruited, who
will be the one left out?
- Thumbs up to Angels
pitcher Mark Leiter, who lost his
nine-month old child a few weeks
ago, for persevering in the face of
death. Leiter hasn't been successful enough. to have a comeback,
but he deserves Comeback Player
of the Year Award anyhow.
- While we 're at it, keep Angels minor leaguer Kevin Flora,
whose wife died lar;;t season, in
your thoughts. Even angels need
prayers sometimes.

-Let me.repeat that again: He

JONATHAN IBASITAS,

NEW

VNTVERSn'Y

Khalid Channell anticipates a bright future in basketball and academics.

CHANNELL
continued from page 15

don't like coming off the bench,
but he does what he's supposed to
do," Williams said.
During past summers, Channell
has conducted research on aging
with Dr. Joseph Graves and presented his findings in Washington,
D.C. to the National Science Foundation Workshop.
In addition to his research duties, he has been a peer counselor
for minority student advancement
where he goes to high schools and

instructs minority students on what
they need to accomplish in order to
go to college.
Channell plans on taking the
MCAT in April and then apply to
medical schools in the fall.
In an age where collegiate men's
basketball has been stained with
the stigma of underachieving athletes, Khalid Channell bas been a
positive force inhelping to refute
that claim.
"Our guys are doing [well in
school and on the court]. I think
that's what the NCAA is trying to
accomplish," Baker said.
It's nice to know Channell is,
too.

HELP WANTED/POSITIONS A\1;\ILABLE

for a fun summer job at the
Jobs available in areas of:
•Information/ticket booth
•Concese>ion5
•Grounds
•Security

Laguna Beach

Need to make some extra money this summer? We're looking
for enthusiastic, flexible and responsible people who would like to
make between $4.50-7.50 per hour beginning in mid June or July 1
to the end of August.
For information and an application:
PLEASE CALL (714) 494-3030 between 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

turned down champion Arkansas
to come to UC/.
-Spealcing ofRodman,new UCI
recruit Michael Tate has been labeled as a Rodman-type. I assume
they are talking about his rebounding
ability and not his choice of hair
color.
-Formymoney(andthereisnot
a whole lot of it), UCI has one of the
best recruiting classes in the nation
for schools not named UCLA, North
Carolina, Cal or Duke.
- Hey, just in case you missed it
earlier, RaimondsMiglinieks turned
down Cal, Seton Hall, Wake For-

MCAT

It's Set. You're Taking it August 20th.
Now what's the Plan?

A

PROFESSIONAL

<MCAT>
PREP COURSE'"

v

Sundays

Mondays

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Physics

Gen Chem

Biology

V.RJWriting

Bio/O Chem

Jun 19 - 25
Jun 26 - Jul 2
Jul 3 - 9
Jul 10 - 16
Jul 17 - 23
Jul 24 - 30
Jul 31 - Aug 6
Aug 7 - Aug 13
Aug 14 - Aug 20

Physics 1
Physics 2
Physics 3
Physics 4
Physics 5
Physics 6
Physics 7
Physics 8
Physics 9

Gen Chem 1
Gen Chem 2
Gen Chem 3
Gen Chem 4
Gen Chem 5
Gen Chem 6
Gen Chem 7
Gen Chem 8
Gen Chem 9

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology

V.R ./Writing I
V .R./Writing 2
V.R./Writing 3
V.R./Writing 4
V.R./Writing 5
V.R./Writing 6
V .R./Writing 7
V.R./Writing 8
V .R./Writing 9

Biology 10
Biology II
Biology 12
OrgChem I
OrgChem 2
OrgChem 3
OrgChem4

Day Off

Take Home#!

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off

Day Off
IJ(iyOff

In Class:

2.5 hrs/day

2.5 hrs/day

At Home:

2 hrs (recc'd) 2 hrs (recc'd)

I
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

2.5 hrs/day

2.5 hrs/day

2.5 hrs/day

2 hrs (recc'd)

2 hrs (recc'd)

2 hrs (recc'd)

Fridays

Saturdays

Practice Tests

Duy Off

Take Home#2

Duy Off

Duy Off

Duy Off
Duy Off

Mock MCAT#l
Mock MCAT#2

Day Off

TheMCATlll

The Most Complete and Intensive MCAT Prep Course in the Country

U Award-Winning Instructors (4 M.S./Ph.D. level experts for 4 subjects)
U Hundreds of MCAT Practice Passages (w/ Intuitive Sor'utions)
U Stimulating Conceptual Science Outlines (Over 2,000 pages)
G 45 Separate Meetings (9 weeks, 5 x per week. 2.5 hrs per class)
G Optimum Pacing, Optimum Motivation to Study
U Thorough Testing (2 Diagnostics, 2 Proctored MCATs)
G Excellent Results ms 10.4, PS 10.2, VR 9.2, w Q>
Q Complete Verbal J>rogram (14 essays written)
Q Small, Personalized Classes (24 or less)

10% DISCOUNT WITH UCI ID

Costa Mesa
South Coast Plaza
114.540.2575
Cupertino
Val/co Fashion Park
408. 996. 0466

0 Applications Assistance Center

9am to 9pm

..._.-...1.- ........725-9192
..6.._ ...
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WHEN IT'S TIME TO GET SERIOUS ABOUT THE TEST:..
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UCI serves in Ojai
DARAB KING, Staff Writer
UCI's men's and women's tennis teams ended the 1994 season
last weekend at the Big West Championships at the Ojai Valley Racquet
Oub in Ojai, California.
The Anteater women, who were
seeded sixth, faced 11th seeded Utah
State last Wednesday, and posted a
first round victory.
In the first day of action, the Anteaters were virtually unbeatable, as
they won almost every match against
Utah State. The only loss on the day
occurred in the No. 6 bracket.
Unfortunately, UCI'sluckranout
the following day as they were walloped by the Pacific Tigers, 5-0.
In the seventh place match, UCI
beat Long Beach State, 5-2. UCI
finished sixth at the championships
last season and have not finished
higher than third in the nine years that

the tournament has been held
The Anteater men, seeded second, easily disposed of seventh
seeded Pacific on their first day of
action, including a win by Chris
Tontz,in the No. 1 game.
Tontz defeated Pacific's Kevin
Smith, 6-3, 6-2, while UCI's No. 1
doubles pair of Tontz and Carlos
Bustos also won.
The following day in the semifinals match against San Jose State,
the previous! y injured Julian Poxon ·
and Carlos Bustos each returned to
play and won their matches, which
helped the Anteaters beat the Spartans. UCI then advanced to the finals against UNLV.
The championship match for the
Big West title between UCI and
UNLV was played on Sunday. However, the New University went to
press before the final results were
received.

SPORTS THIS WEEK
Monday, Apr. 25

Golf at U.S. Intercollegiate Tournament, Stanford

Wednesday, Apr. 27

Men's
Pepperdine

Tennis

at

Men's Lacrosse at West
Coast Lacrosse League Playoffs, Santa Barbara

Saturday, Apr. 30

Track & Field at Penn Relay Carnival, Philadelphia
(through Apr. 30)

Track & Field at California/Nevada College Championships, Los Angeles
Sailing at Dinghy Pacific
Coast Championships, Berkeley (through May 1)

Sailing at Pacific Coast
Championship Team Race,
Stanford

Crew hosts the Newport
Regatta, Newport Bay, 7:30
p.m.

Thursday, Apr. 28

Friday, Apr. 29

Sunday, May 1

No.ss~iY\'s White Rose SkiY\ Co.~e.

Peel Away
Dead Skin

"With Glycolic
Acid Peel
Treatment

•

20°/o OFF

-MAKE UP PARTY-

Complimentary Aveda Make-up Application
with Refreshments
Every Tuesday and Thursday

·$·5 OFF

• Acne Scar Treatment ..
• European Facial
• 1 Hr. Massage
• 1112 Hr. Body Scrub

FREE
MANICURE
w/Pedicure
save $12

43 2·7 Campus Dr., Irvine
(In the Market lace • Across from UCI)
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SPORTS

SCOREBOARD
Men's Crew
Results: Apr. 9-10 - at San
Diego Classic; Apr. 16- vs. Long
Beach State, Orange Coast College; Apr. 23 - at Stanford Invitational
Women's Crew
Results: Apr. 9-10 - at San
Diego Classic; Apr. 16- vs. Long
Beach State, Orange Coast College; Apr. 23 - at State Championships.
·
Cycling
Results: Apr. 9 - at USC Time
Trial; Apr. 16 - at UCLA Time
Trial
Golf
Results: Apr. 23-24 - at U.S.
Intercollegiate Tournament
Men's Lacrosse
Results: Apr.16- Won vs. Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo, 18-2

Notables: Tom Sakaguchi (5
goals vs. Cal Poly San Luis Obispo);
James Ligman (3 goals vs. Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo)
Record: 10-4 (9-1 in league)

Women's Lacrosse
Results: Apr. 10 - Won vs.
Loyola Marymount, 24-0; Apr. 13
-Won vs. University of Redlands,
9-2
Record: 4-0
Sailing
Results: Apr. 9-10- at Friis Trophy; Apr. 9-10 - at North Series 6 &
7; Apr. 16 - at South Series 7; Apr.
17 - at South Team Elims; Apr. 2324- Women at Pacific Coast Championships
Men's Tennis
Results: Apr. 22-24- atBig West
Championships
Record: 11-11 (3-1 in Big West)

Women's Teiinis
Results: Apr. 20-23 - Tied for
5th at Big West Championships
(Won vs. Utah State, 5-1; Lost
vs. Pacific, 5-0)
Record: 10-13 (4-:4 in· Big
West)
Men's Track & Field
Results: Apr. 23- at Nike UCI
Invitational
Notables: David Mayeda
(second in 400 meter hurdles)
Women's Tr.ack & Field
Results: Apr. 23- at Nike UCI
Invitational
Notables:Tean1 (first in 4 by
400 relay); Traci Goodrich (second in 5,000 meters)
Men's Volleyball
Results: Apr. 18 - Lost vs.
UCLA, 3-0.
Record: 2-20 (1-18 inMPSF)

SPORTS IN BRIEF
- While the UCI men's la- Field Apr. 16-17. However, the Antcrosse team prepares fortbe West eaters proved to be lousy hosts ,
Coast Lacrosse League playoffs defeating · Azusa Pacific, 5-1 and
this weekend, four of its players · Cal State Northridge, 3-1 to win the
will be getting ready for the title.
JasonSzczukaled UCI with three
WCLLDivisionIIAll-StarGame,
goals in the tournament (all against
to be played on May 1.
The four honorees from UCI N orthridge ), followed by Bret
include: midfielder Jon Fox, at- Cowan and Manny Hernandez with
tacker Tom Sakaguchi, goalie . two goals each.
- Registration is now open for
John Houston and defender Steve
the third annual Orange County
Zurfluth.
- The men's socce:r:. team Classic volleyball tournament on
played host to the UCI Spring May 14. The tournament will be
Soccer Tournament at Anteater held at the UCI Track Stadium in-

field and will feature competition
in men 's, women's and mixed
doubles. For more information, call
UCI women's volleyball coach
Mike Puritz at 856-7218.
-- Three UCI athletic teams
received oral commitments from
athletes last week. The trio include:
Tara Kuhnert, Laguna Beach,
women's tennis.
.Bahram Hojreh, Irvine, water
polo.
Borya Orloff, Bellflower, men's
track & field.

GRAND OPENINGll
;~-------------------,
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Bring this ad in
:
for 50¢ off any
:individual purchase
:

•limit one per customer :
• expires 5/6/94 I

----------

------~

10% OFF

•Waxing
• Eyelash Tinting
• Make-up Lesson
• Skin Care Products

854-2033

The CENTER for INf'L EDUCATION
presents...
The Education Abroad Program
&

The Int'l Opportunities Program

SPRING QUARTER INFO SESSIONS
Australia/ New Zealand
Chile/Costa Rica/ Mexico
Summer Study Abroad
Japan
UK/Ireland

ilJ1

Tue

4-26

Wed 4-27
Thur 4-28

Personal and Confidential Care for Women Since 1969...
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
EARLY PREGNANCY TEST
(Immediate Test Results)

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS

(General or Local Anesthesia)

OUTPATIENT FEMALE
STE RI LIZA TION

Tue 5-17
Wed 5-18

Insurance; Health Plans
Medi-Cal Accepted
Visa, MasterCard, Disoover

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~

EAP MAY 13 APPLICATION
DEADUNE!!!!!

AUSTRALIA ·NEW ZEALAND CHILE
COSTA RICA
BRAZIL
MEXICO
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION TODAY!!!!
For more information, contact the Center for lnt' l
Education-- Student Services II rm.1010, 856-6434 .

I

NEWPORT BEACH
4501 Birch St.
(714) 851-1201

WESTMINSTER
13537 Beach Blvd.
(714) 895-6903

ORANGE
2445 W. Chapman Ave .
(714) 978-3391

MISSION VIEJO
26400 La Alameda
(714) 364-6800

fiil:J

FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATES MEDICAL GROUP
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CLASSIFIED

SERVICES
WORD PROCESSINGOPEN7 DAYS
$2/PG Student papers only. Fast & accurate, 1-2/hrtumaroundLaserJet. ALL
typing needs. 832-3431

*****REWARDING CAREER*****
Become a Certified Court Interpreter in
a short time (English-Spanish). Info 1800-464-3926

FINANCIAL AID for college. Recorded message (714)692-3030
Free Haircuts. John Paul Hair Design is
walking distance from UCI. For more
info call 854-8114.
Wear Mother's Wedding Gown!!! Vin. tage bridal gown restoration, size expansion, redesign, alterations. Embellish Gown Services 642-2185.

Psychological Services
*Stressed Out?

Babysitter needed: Fri/Sat evenings for
3 yearoldandinfant.Non-smoker. Own
car preferred. Call 721-1249.

*Relationship Problems?
*School Worries?
Call (714) 576-5940 for an appt.
Local.
Vezy reasonable rates.

Speclallzlng In braces for adults & children
• Removable
· • Cosmetic Porcelain
•Traditional
·Surgical Orthodontics

As Low As $75/month O.A.C.

(714) 552-5890

c

(310) 826-7494

18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

0

TOOMS

Teacher Aide-part-time afternoons, MF, University Montessori School and in
Irvine-Have fun in the sun and earn
extra money! 854-6030
Childcare 1/2day/wk+ occas nights for
my 2 girls, ages 2&5. Pref. responsible,
energetic,exp'd person with own car.
Flexible schedule. $6hr CM549-7061

Dr. Nader Dayani
ORTHODONTIST SINCE 1980
UCLA Faculty Member· Member American Association of Othodontists
• Invisible
•European

lST AID CERTIFICATION!!! At the
Flying Samaritans meeting Weds, 5/
11@6pm, Emerald Bay C. Free for F.S.
members, $5 for non-members. For
more info call Kristin 733-3073

HELP WANTED

*Depressed?

Advertise in the New University.

FREE INTRODUCTORY LESSON
Voice Training/call Mike 854-7050

Lose Weight. Earn Money. I lost lOlbs
&eamed$600+. How? Amy647-1903

CASTING
IMMEDIATELY!

11645 Wilshire Blvd., #802
Los An eles, CA 90025

Extras needed for films, TV, and
commercials. Earn up to $200 per

I

day! No Experience Needed.
Work guaranteed! Call Today.

c s
TO"Y"S

(213) 851-6102

DAY CAMPS
TM

I J 542 Newport Ave. Tustin • 730-21 17
NQW OPEN 7 DAYS

Gain,valuable work experience while earning your MBA
Chapman University, a leading center for economic research, offers a unique MBA program.
As an Experience MBA student, you are placed in a meaningful internship position
throughout your full-time :MBA studies

For more information on the Experience MBA program
contact Debra Gonda at 1-800-723-7330 or (714) 997-6745

serving San Fernando &
Conejo Valleys, Simi,
Malibu & Camarillo seek
fun, caring general counselors & special instructors
for nature, gym, fishing/
boating, horseback riding,
crafts, swimming, song leading, ropes course & more.

Now inte1~viewing
818-865-6263

Chapman University

Be An English Teacher in Korea! Exciting, challenging work. Airfare, housing, ins., & more. 16-18K to start. BA
req'd (213)384-5744 Young.
PT-Fun Job-Tues(Thurs. Mail/Copy/
Gift Shop. Nr. QC Airport. 955-9171

STUN GUNS & more 80,000 vol
$59.95 call (714) 454-820-9 pgr (71
216-5728.

• Must Drive
• Ages 6&9
• 2-3 Afternoons per week

Laguna Hills-2 Lrg BR avail in hu~
home, garage, yard w/stable, pets 0.
laundry)kitch. priv., convenient locmin. to UCI-$450, non-smkr.,714-64
0548-Eve.

$Negotiable$

Call Mike
(HM)644-7117
(WK)852-8950 ext270

WANTED
International Business Expanding. I
need help. Pt/Ft Amy 714-647-1903

Give the gift oflife.
Would you consider helping an
infertile couple experience the
joys of parenthood?
The Southern California Center
for Reproductive Medicine
is looking for young women
of all ethnic backgrounds
between the ages of 21-30,
to be egg(s) donors.
For further information
regarding screening and
compensation,
please call
(714) 642-8727

FOR SALE
Toshiba 1950CS color notebook, dual
scancolor9.5" 486DX2/40MHZ4Ram
129MB HD, New in Box $1,975. 8560597
1969 Caprice Classic, blue,4-door, 350
V-8, A/C runs great, needs pnt, $1200
OBO, Call Al 856-0386
Elec. TypewriterHardlyused$55. G.E.
No frost reftig 20C.F. Xclnt 261-0635
Want to sell it? Fast? Try the New
University Classified. 856-4285.

University Center at Irvine

Graduate Degree Programs

Master of Arts and Doctoral Degree Programs in:

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY
IN MARKET
RESEARCH
N

Radio Shack Mod. II 8" dsk, expansio1
dr, wd carrprint, sftwre. Best offe1
Dsywhl print nevr used best o lv ms
768-7391.

SINGLE FATHER
NEEDS PART
TIME HELP

United States International University

Accredited by WASC

1/4 cab over camper shell sleeps
icebx, table, clst, boot, xclnt cond $25

• Psychology (Clinical, Industrial, Applied. Counseling)
• Education CAdmin .. TESOL. computer. .. )
•Leadership & Human Behavior

Convenient Evening & Weekend Courses
For Information Call (714) 833-2651- 2500 Michelson Irvine Ca 92715

FOR RENT

Looking for that perfect place? Try th
New University Classifieds. 856-428~
Privacy At Last! Apartment for two
Includes ownktchn, bedrm, bath, uncle
gmd prkng, absolute quiet stdy en
$350 each, near UCI, Andrew 85
3696.

ROOMMATES
Professional(F) w/dog, seeks serious(F
student 4-Roommate in Woodbridg
$400 p/m 4-more call Linda 551-27
To share bed.rm in large townhouse. Al
amenitiesincl. Close to UCI.From$35
per month, call 725-9841
Share 2bd/2ba apt in Newport Bead
N/S, responsible, parking, 1 house t
beach. $525, 1/2 utilities. 673-2277.

TRAVEL
CATCH A JET!

Europe - $269
New York - $129
Call for program description
AIRHITCH®
1-800-397-1098
3 DAYS & 2 NIGHTS
LUXURY HOTEL ROOM
FOR TWO PEOPLE IN
OVER 100 RESORT
CITIES· ONLY $50!!
For detailed information, call
Vacation Invitations at
or 854-4679
(ask for "E").

714~957-3395

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HEALTH FAlR '94. What? Sex
Health Services. When? 4/28/94
Where? Student Center Emerald Ba
A-E. Cost? Free Free

(PART·TIME.· FLEXIBLE HOURS)

ational healthcare direct mail company seeks
bright, enthusiastic research survey coordinators.
Will train. Involves no selling. Strong communication
and data entry skills required. Starting pay, $7 .00/hr.
Full-time career potential when you graduate.
Homemakers are encouraged to apply for this position as
well.- Flexible homs. Call Selena Sinson, SK&A
_Research, today at (714) 476-2051.
2151 Michelson Dr.
Suite 107
Irvine, CA 92715
R E S E A R C H,

I N C.

(714) 476,2051
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Where can you find great MCAT test
prep, small classes, a guariiateed score
improvement, and a fantastic new computer program? The Princeton Review,
of course! 553-9411.
Sex Drugs & Food @ Health Fair ., 94
Thurs 4-28 10am-2pm in Emerald Bay.
Free health check-ups, condoms, food
samples, and win cool prizes.
Want to live a healthier life? Well,
come down to the health fair! April 28,
10am-2pm, Emerald Bay
Last Chance: Picasso & the Weeping
Women-May 1, '94.LACMA213-8576111

Don'tmissout! !! UCIHealthFairThurs
April28@EmeraldBay 10-2pm.Leam
more about your body - Blood type
testing, Tay-Sachs disease testing, cholesterol test, free food, prizes,
condoms!!!
·
Come to the Health Fair held by the
Peer Advisors! Food Drug Sex Find out
what it's all about-Everything is Free.
Free food, Tay-Sachs test, blood type
test, cholesterol testing, and more!

MISCELLANEOUS
We're looking for a 2+ Bdr in NB to
sublet for entire summer. 675-6099
UCIHEALTHFAIR!!! Funded by Irvine Health Foundation Emerald A-E
April28 10-2pm. Free!! Free! !>>Food,
testing, prizes, massage, sex, drug, etc.
Use the event for all it's worth!t You
paid for it w /your tuition so come check
us out.

PERSONALS

A.L.Ijustaskonethingofyou when we
go to eat Korean barbecue, don't smell
like Ben Gay!!!

John - I'm a cat, your hair is a ball of . Liane, Emerald, Robyn - Oh yes, it's
yam. I'd love to jump at it, slowing ladiesnight(andRiz).Andtherewill-be
driving my claws into your scalp, as I
many more to come! - KLM
drive into a fremzied ecstasy. ·- Purrr
Wilson Chen: You think? --SBD
OP - OffiCi~ congratulations on getFrancesca - Let go, it hurts.
ting admitted. Icannotwaitto get roomJen -There wa~ no cucumber in the
mates! Hope you come down this week"' To all my old Fresno "friends" - Resalad.
end so we can go to the beach and ...
ally, I' 11 be thinking of you as you bake
yeah! In the meantime, climb a rock for
P. K. Can you control your hose yet?
dreamingofthebeach ... someofuscan
me or something ... APL.
get bak~d on the beach .. .
Leslie, sorry. I know I'm a harq person
Newport Chick and Alter Ego - Hope
to live With. -The FarmhandSandy - Yeah, I guess the shoe fits.
we can get together for cafe sometime
But why does it have to hurt so much?
this week. Jeez, girls, how long has it
Ha-ra-pu-gee-thanks for not wearing Thanks for the BBQ. So tasty!
been? So many dishes to sample!
Ben Gay!

Derek, Congrats!!! I heard your flip at
Songfest was awesome. -S.K.-

Tinita -Thanks for the hot 'n' dead
yesterday. Too bad it wasn't dead
enough ... or something.

Pez and Verde-boy-Congrats on your
first year. All my love and best wishes!
Lets get together for coffee (huh-huh)
real soon. Love always, Becca.

Pebbles woman - Jesus, will you stop
your incessant calling? I'll live there
when I can, so stop working me!

Leslie, sorry about the alarm!
Hey Tigger Have a blast rock
climbing this weekend! (Remember to
be careful when 'Mesh is belaying,
though ... ) I'll be singing "Viva Las
Vegas," inhaling smoke and getting really tan (burned). When I win big, maybe
we'll get those $500 boots ... Piglet
Darah - Thank you so much for the
birthday cake, I hope everything went
well for your cousin at his "ceremony"
which caused you to miss my big day!
See you in class, you sweet, sporty
thing! -Daisy
·
New U Peoples-You guys have been
so great lately! !Thanks for helping me.
I cry when I think about leaving. Luv,
Annie.

Kim - Can't wait to see you-know
who this week ... You can talk to her
this.time.

Vicki, give it up! He doesn't want you.
The personal that usually appears in
. this space will not be featured this week.
We apologize for any inconveniences.
But do not fret, fellow Derridians, as
'me' will return to the New U. next
week with an even more prolific pen
and enigmatic message. Stay tuned and
be patient. In the meantime, why not
catch up on your Grammatology?

Think you can draw better than
this? A/otbetter? Ifso, the New
UnivetsifyWould like to sign you
on to our ever-growing pool of
staffgraphicartists. Youwillget
paid for each graphic you draw
(although not very much). For
more infonnation call Aaron at
8S6-4286 or stop by and see
him at3100 Gateway Commons.

Tu-Uyen - i know i'm the greatest
cynic. But perhaps it's because love and
romance don'texistin this reality. Nana
M. James, You may not know how to
strut orroll yourr' s, butthat only makes
you more adorable. Always remember
farms, convertible MG' s, Ben &Jerry's
with wine and night-waltzing.
KMW -Here's to last minute essays,
bad dorm food, healthy · iguanas, lost
hamsters, long nights at this dump, Richard Nixon and, finally and most importantly, blissful sleep. -PXC.

Good luck to all New U. EIC candidates! Election Wed. at 5:30in PS 290.

Phoebe! The star of the UC!?· Happy
birth day! -Wolf & Boy.liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill
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To the girl (initials RS) in the front row
of my fluids class last quarter and whom
I played volleyball with that one Sat. in
the park. Yeah, you're pretty cute.

~

Visit our office to see the difference •We Practice Dentisqy At The
and receive:
Highest pro1ess10na
c ·
1 Stan dar d.
_ AFREE
consultation
•Absolute Sterilization Before ·
- A FREE screening exam
-A FREE 'Reach' toothbrush
Every Patient Because WE CARE.

Guess what fellas! I like cheese too!
What's next?
To that walking cactus: Finally U R
wearing blue and you've got a tan! Now
Smile! The General.

. Affordable, Gentle Dentistry

Q. TRAN. D.M.D &
OPEN: TUES. to FRI.

H.l.S. INT'L TOURS

STAFF
STONECREEK PLAZA, IRVINE

4
9 8 4
~~M~~~~:~re'sa~S~A~T~&~~~E~N~~~G~A~P~n~s~.A~~~~~L~~l~~5~5~·~1~1~~4~m~B~~~~~C~A~~~~~~~l~l7~j

personal 4 ya! --SBD

Come one come all get your free
condoms and enjoy the free food. Health
Fair 94.
Ifocuson the future it is an unknown so

Ile n believe it will go on forever! Hold
on to that dream with me John! I Love
You! Sunshine

He JS-Did you hear that we can get free
drug samples at the Health Fair! Right
on! Apr.28, 10am-2pm, Emerald Bay.
ree Massage-For U.C.I. students liv-

. g in Costa Mesa, Irvine, Laguna
each, and Newport Beach. 497-5930.

owdy hooty sapperticker! hi steph it's
e. here's yr message. toodles!
· Mom.

~Q1taphicg

c~egtia~

Secretarial
and
Graphic Service•
Term Papers
Resumes
Business Letters
Forms
Newsletters

Myrna Todd
'714-644·0758
Newport Beach
Reasonable Rates
Perfect Work Guaranteed!

r-------------~-----,
·1
1 11.l Seoul Garden
.
1
1 L}_J Korean BBQ Buffet
•

Individual ~BQ Cooking at Each Table . I

: B~p1~HlyNo~~ qE~

:

I:::=:.:~:•:Av•-~111111~11573•9292:I
El Camino Real
1 In Tustin

-· ·

• __ _

k':T':I

· .!

open 7 days
11.AM-IOPM 1

PACKAGE TOURS
HONOLULU
CABO

SAN

LUCAS

CANCUN

5

NIGHTS PLUS AIRFARE &-.TRANSFERS

$376

3

NIGHTS PLUS AIRFARE & TRANSFERS

$267

3 NIGHTS PLUS AIRFARE & TRANSFERS

$548

LOS ANGELES
321 E. 2ND ST. #204

L.A., CA 90012

(213) 613-0943

ORANGE COUNTY
688 WEST

BAKER

COSTA MESA,

ST, #3

CA 92626

(714) 688-1I75

... _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Campus Interviews
May 3, 1994

What Can You Do With A Bio Sci Degree?

.

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5M
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to
excel, sign up for an on-campus interview on
May 3, 1994 in the Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Find out at the ..

1st ANNUAL
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CAREER NIGHT

. Meet Bio Sci Alumni working in:
Allied Health Fields
Biotechnology /Industry
Graduate School - Biological Sciences
Health Professions (Dentistry, Optometry, Pharmacy)
Health Professions (Medicine/Osteopathy)
Science Education
Other Additional Fields

Wednesday, April 27, 1994

6:30 • 9:30 P.M.
Emerald Bay A & B

(in the Student Center)
Free Admission and
Light Desert Buffet Following The Program
Call Jan Mclees @ 856-4649 for more information.

Sponsored by The School of Biological Sciences, Career Planning
and Placement and Alumni Affairs
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